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In Our 98th Year
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One Section — 1-2- Pages

Ford Bids Farewell
In Emotional State
Of Union Address

- -

By DONALD M.ROTHBERG
to emphasize accomplishments of his
Associated Press Writer
30-month presidency. ,
WASHINGTON (AP) — Pausing
Ford entered the House chamber
briefly in its preparations for the adwhere he served for 25 years and was gttation_14.,.....Lizonw -Carter, -greeted-by prolostgod lpiance
Congress heard "an -old
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill, D-Mass.,
end,"
President Ford, bid an emotional
introduced Ford as "an old friend, the
.farewell in a State of the Union address
Preside,nt_of the United SSates.
that looked back with pride an forThe JPresident-elect had no jiltward with hope and prayer.
mediate comment on the Ford address.'
"Touching ... a nice eulogy a elood
"It was a nice eulogy by a nice man,"
'swan_ song," were the commenbi from
id Rep. Jack Brooks, D-Tex. ;it.was
members of Corliress, Democrats and
a good, fair administration by a man
Republicans alike, at the conclusion of
who did his level best to improve the
Ford's Wednesday night address.
country, With some success and some
Throughout the day,delegationsfrom
failure."
Congress held meetings with .43arter,
Senate Republican Leader Howard
who will be sworn in as president a
H. Baker of Tennessee called the
week from today.
speech "inagnificent, the most
Acknowledging that "the people have
touching State of the Union message-.
spoken," and the new president would
I've ever heard."
outline his'program in his inaugural
"It was a good swan song,l'aiaid Sen.
address, Ford said,"I will not infringe
Ted Stevens of Alaska,assistant Senate
on that resPonsibility,-but rather wish • Republican leader.
him'the very best in all that is good for
His. voice breaking, Ford closed his
our country." speech with a prayer that "God guide
Rather than present Congress with a
this wonderful country, its people, and
list of legislative requests, Ford chose
those they have chosen to lead them."
Earlier, he told the joint session of
Congress that 'the state of the union is
good ... today we have a more perfect
union than when my stewardship
began."
•
Ford recalled that when he took office
A course designed for the employee • Aug: 9, 1974, "our nation was deeply
who wishes to identify positive success
divided and tormentedrin rapid suctraits in order to use them in improving
cession, the vice president and the
job performance will be offered in the
president had resigned in disgrace ....
Spring semester. Taught by Lanette
In January 1975, I, reported to the
Thtirman, Assistant Professor of
Congress that the state of the union was
Business and Office Administration and
not good .... A year ago, I reported that . .
Director of the Personal Enrichment - - the state Of the -union ;as better - in
Center, it will meet on Tuesdays from 6tSee Ford,Page 1.2)
9 p. m.
Building on. the skills already
developed, the person sharpens competencies in planning for improvement
in such areas as time management,
setting goals, self confidence and
communication. Effective interaction
Charles Hale, Calloway County
with others in problem-solving
Property Valuation Administrator, has
situations and using the. telephone to
announced that his office is now
project the Positive image are but two
changing the Homesfead exemption to
areas in which - members seek to
qualified homeowners from the
develop ability in human relations.
previous $7700 to $8900.
Former students have reached their
This change is an adjustment
own potential in the particular position
resulting from the economic increases
in which they are employed. Some have
in prices in the past two years based
been from offices in TVA, the Houstonupon the cost of living index, Hale said.
McDevitt Clinic, Murray Hospital,
Those homeowners who own and
Peoples Bank and Offices ofithe Murray
occupy their home and are 65 or will be
State campus. Others have been
65 during 1977 who have not made
students who are currently enrolled in
application for homestead _exemption_
college.
—
should come in during January and
The course is Professional _February and make application for the
Development (BOA 250, Entry 0402)
exemption to qualify for the 1977
and open to anyone.T-articipants may
property tax bill, he added.
call 762-4185 to enroll and may register
"If there is any question concerning
at the first meeting orr January It in
qualification for this exemption please
Ordway Hall. The fee is $54 for three
call our office," Hale said. The office
hours credit or audit.
telephone number is 753-3482. •

Course To Be
Offered At MSU

so •
'

ICY WATERS—A bay on the main channel of Kentucky Lake, just south of
the mouth of Blood River, was lined with huge chu,nks of ice that had broken
off near the deeper water of the lake channel Wednesday. Recent sub-zero

temperatures have caused many of the more shallow parts of the lake to
freeze.
Staff Aerial Photos by David Hill

Policies On School Closings
Explained By Superintendent
During -this ;period of inclement
weather, many patrons of the Murray
Public Schools have inquired concerning policy and rationale about
school closing, according to Fred
Schultz,superintendent.
The Murray Board of Education
places top priority on the health and
safety of the students served by the
schools; therefore, consideration must
be given to altering the school schedule
when roads . are hazardous, gchultz
The school calendar contains 180 days
with the students present for instruction which is five days above the
requirements of the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools and
State regulatory agencies. Board policy.
permits the Superintendent to modify
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the number of days taught by a total of
three days if in his judgement it is not
feasible for the students to be present,
and he may designate these days as inservice for staff, added Schultz.
The Board may designate two additional days as in-service or
professional if in their judgment this is
in the best interest of students. Days out

Actions Are
Taken By
Fiscal Court
In a routine and, very short session
this morning, the Calloway County
Fiscal Court voted to give a leave of
absence to county road supervisor Rob
Walston.
Walston's leave- of absence was effective January 1 and Will run through
March 1.
In other action, the fiscal court approved the sherriff's office expense
budget and the court also voted to put
the money received from the Tennessee
Valley Authority in lieu of taxes into the
general budget for county government,
purrw)cPc

of school beyond a total of five must be
made up. Days missed may be made up
during theSpring Break, scheduled inservice days,or by extending the school
year.
"When weather is a problem, one of
three choices may be selected: one,
schools may run a regular schedule.
two, open on a delayed schedule; or,
three, close the schools. It would be
highly desirable to make the decision 12
to 24 hours in advance, but this is not
wayo possible thretcrtherapid change
in weather conditions in our area. Our
policy is to make the decision at the
earliest possible time," Schultz said.
Factors in making the decision in
safe transportation of students,
availability of staff, accessibility of
buildings, comfortable classroom
environment, and availability of food
service. In addition, attendance
projections must be made . after
weighing the attendance that might be
expected on a make up day. This is
necessary because state funds are
based on average daily attendance.
"When school opening is delayed one
hour the buildings are opened at the
regular time to accommodate those
parents that need to bring their
children as they go to work. Once the
students are in school the regular
school day will run unlss very unusual
conditions arise.
Schultz said if the schools dismiss
early, this presents a problem for those
families where both parents work, and
have young children riding the bus;
therefore, early dismissal is very rare.
In the event it is necessary to dismiss
early the staff remaiiis-M the buildings
until all the children are pielied up, he
said.

Gospel Singing
Benefit Planned
By Police Lodge
A special gospel singing will be
sponsbred-by the Fraternal Order of the
Police, Murray Lodge No. 23, on
Saturday, January 22, at 8:00 p. m. at
Jeffrey gym, Calloway County Hi6
School.
Featured groups at the singing will be
,The Hinsons, the Florida Boys, and the
Dixie Echoes.
Admission will be $3.50 for adults for
advance tickets, and $4.00 for adults at
the doPf. -TickeLS-for children will be
12.00 each for advance or at the door.
Tickets are now on sale at the lobbies
of the downtown brandies -of the Bank
of Murray, Fourth and Main Streets,
and Peoples Bank of Murray, FiftElnd
Main Streets.
Murray Policemen said persons may
also obtain tickets by telephoning Si
writing to Kay Taylor, Route Five, Box
1023, Murray, Ky.,, phone 436-5357:

State Homestead
Exemption Raised

Public Meeting Is
Cancelled Tonight

,I - —,

•

4

Members of the Murray fire Department pour wales on the smoldering
nins of the home ot Mr. and Mrs. HI R. Boston at 305 North Seventh Street
Fire broke out in the ome abo6t 9715 last night and completely destroyed the
house and contents. Reports are that the only things saved were,bicycles, personal records, and a portrait of Mrs. Boston's father. The Boston family members at home are Mr_ and Mrs. Boston and two children, Brent and Beth,
Murray High School Students. Their older son, Bill, is at the University of Kentucky. The family stayed at the home of friends last night.
Murray Fwe Department Plieto
r,

The.....Murray:Ealloway— County
Ministerial Association has cancelled
its public meeting, scheduled for
tonight (Thursday) at the Calloway
County Courthouse, according to a
spokesman for the group.
This meeting was planned for all
persons interested in opposition to the
sale of alcoholic beverages in Murray
and Calloway. The special public
meeting will be scheduled later as
weather conditions permit, a
spokesman said.

Storm Miming
Winiir storm warning tonight. Snow
and freezing rain tonight with slowly .1
increasing temperatures. Rain Friday
FROZEN SOLID—The waters of Blood River around Lynhurst Resort appear to be frozen solid in this
Changing back* snow before ending
aerial photo Wedlate Friday night or Saturday. High nesday. The swimming pool at the reSort was also frozen over, as recent Vold temperatures have chilled the waters past
Friday in the low to-mid 30s. Saturday intlre_ezing point tyrthurst is owned by Col Tom Brown,and is located on Blood Riser, near the main lake.
snow ending and colder.

•••

-
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Tommy Carraway Speaks
At Meeting At Goshen

A Flick In Time
Is A Lifesaver

'Mt. COMMUNITY
\vs:. CALENDAR

Sue Anne-Hutson Oreelded at
sKtINGSBACKA, Sweden (AP) — The cigaret
•
lighter Cott Mart Johansson only 70 cents and
the 'Business session at which
she should have flirown it away last week, but now
Lunch is scheduled to be
time plans for the year were
of Blood
she'll cherish it because it saved her life. River Baptist Young Women's served at ,the North Second
made and service projets
The 43-year-old housewife was on her way
Association at Sinking Spring Street Community Center at
were,presented for the group
when her car skidded on an icy road, overhome
Church.
twelve noon. This is bingo day.
to consider. Renovation of the
turned.and landed in the Kungsbacka River.
-Donation is requested fez
Sunday School rooms
' As the car sank through the thin- ice and water
given first priority as a
rushed through a broken side window, Mrs.
Independence
United meal.
beginning project.
Johansson struggled to free herself from her safe•
Methodist Church Women will
ty belt.
Saturday, January 15
The meeting was closed
meet at seven p.m. at the ,
"I tried with all my strength to open it but it
will
Club
Murray
Shrine
with prayer by Obena Hale.
,
church.
was stuck and I had no tool to cut it," she said ins
Refreshments were served
meet at Trldrigle Inn at 6:30
newspaper interview Tuesday. "The water rose,
in the fellowship hall to tha
East CallowavAVementati p.m.
quickly and I thought I was done for — I could not
twenty members present from
School ParwcOr:acher Club
'even signal for help because the horn didn't work.
the Women's Group and the
Chapter M of P.E.O. will
"Suddenly I remembered the cigaret lighter I
will meetctseven p.m. with
Methodist Men by the
kept in my purse."
By Abigail Van Buren
Dr. Willard AlLs as speaker. have a noon luncheon at the
She found the purse but it was soaked "and I
hostesses, Carmen Horton and
Triangle Inn with Mrs: A. C.
r 1977 by Cinrcarjo Tribune NY News Syn0 Inc
didn't have much hope the lighter would work. But
the
Agnes Watson.
charge
of
LaFollette
in
A public meeting,sponsored
it did and I could burn through the belt and get out
...
the
and
.
by the Murray-Calloway arrangements
through a window in the last seconds before the
GROCERY SHOPPING
DEAR ABBY: Reading about the father who molested
County
Ministerial program.
car was completely flooded."
Before you do the weekly his daughter has given me the courage to write.
Association,
for those inShe said it was "sheer luck" she was still carry_ Sunday, January 16
grocery sh°213iPg4 be sure- to -. ,.Quit.e. a,..few year-s -ago,..when my daughter was 12, I
tficlighter because-she-gave -up-smoking last •
•terested in opposing the sale of
The-Weelait'Prityer Cid SW
make a list. Write down the learned that her father had been bothering her. (She
\week.
alcoholic
beverages
will
be
Good
Denial
program
of
items as you think of them'finally got scared and told me.) It happened over several
"I took it out of my purse and it lay about the
held
at
the
Calloway
County
Shepherd
United
Methodist
during the week, then add to months. It was only serious foreplay, but I felt it would
kitchen for a few days until I put it back to keep it
Court.ilouse at-sevea p.m.
Church will be at the church at
the-list after you have planned lead to the final act sooner or later.
feom the ItidC-slie --salt—Now ill -keep it as a
two p.m.
*, I confronted her father, and he admitted it. I told him he
lucky token." Mrs. Johansson has two children.
the menus for the week.
Murray Chapter No. 92
was sick, and he had, to either see a doctor or leave. He
She added: "I advise all motorists to have some
TEAKETTLERoyal Arch Masons and
refused to sae a doctor,so needless to say, he is not with us
*-tool like a knife or scissorsL on.band to be able. to
•H(TWATF.J1
•
any longer.
"cult& safetY belt in a pinch." •
Murray Chapter No.. 50 of
One of the handiest little
have rialipd something was wrong sooner
I should '
Royal and Select Masters will
because my daughter never wanted to be left alone with
be held at the Masonic Hall at appliances that can be inhim. She begged to go with me everywhere I went.
stalled in your kitchen, family
7:30 p.m.
My daughter feels that l_clid the right thing in giving her
room or recreation room is a
ert-1/11
Frances Drake
father an pltimatum. However, my doctor told me I
Grove 126 Wpodtnen of the hot water dispenser that
FOR FRIDAY,JANUARY 14, 1977
handled it badly. He said that Sort of thing is quite common
World will meet at the Murray yields teakettle-hot water. A
probably
and
would
not
have
had
I
let
it
go,
it
gone
any
What kind of day will SCORPIO,
Woman's Club House at six tap resembling a conventional
For
further. He said most mothers just put a lock on the girl's,
tomorrow be? To-find out what (Oct.-24 to Nov. 22) nlielF
faucet is ntstaite0 at the
p.m.
door.
the stars say, read the forecast
Don't make decisions under
counter. The "mechanical"
I woulcHike your comments on this.
given for your birth Sign.
stress and don't write anything
Gifts
1
equipment, goes under the
Friday, January 14
NO NAM NO CITY
you. may later regret. Maintain
counter
and
Exhibition
consists
of
of
a
weaving
by
your equanimity even if certain
& ar
„.., ,
ARIES
'DEAR NO: I think you handled itvezzactly right.. I
Arturo Sandoval will be in the water tank and a heater in a
situations annoy you.
4 SAGITTARIUS . 4,
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 4r17
440. • - disagree with your doctor. Your husband is SICK! And for
Clara M.- Eagle Gallery, Price cannister. The tank has a
-41).
The most difficult chore may (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) "‘
you to have "let it go," or simply put a lock on your
Doyle Fine Arts Center storage capacity-of 60 cups.
wroppiegi
bring the most rewarding
Stellar influences indicate
daughter's door, instead of insisting that your husband __through February 9. Sandoval inst
tn:
f I ik as.
r
in,
co
ff
iiee
sop,
Uses
anftorthrd
sispense
retw715-1t-handletrwell. Don't iome new interests:Nfue- sure
s Ire
either—ifillerp or get opt, woicla-have made you as guilty
gf
will speak at the opening at
(Of _, 9 v
cocoa,
turn your back, therefore, on you are ready for them — but
as he, had his molesting -continued.
4
seven
boiling
eggs or frozen
p.m. in the gallery.
complex situations. They won't without slighting current
."-:‘ 17 11113
go away.
vegetables, Making puddings
I
obligations. Don't let "moods"
DEAR ABBY: Mylcusband and I just returned from Las
TAURUS
cause misunderstandings.
Exhibition of works by or gravy—in fact every phase tDixieland Shopping
Vegas, where we married off our 17-year-old daughter to
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
CAPRICORN
Center'
Dennis
L.
her boyfriend of two years. (No, she's not pregnant.)
Matthews, of cooking that requires
V
Controversy may prove (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Our daughter had been the ward of the court for two
Fredericktown, Mo., sculp- boiling water, the Plumbing- AI)
753-9696
annoying:- Yet here is where
IlkMixed influences. Question
years
bicause
she
had
repeatedly
run
away
from
home.
ture, works by Gary Pace, Heating-Cooling Infoiiriation
your understanding, tolerant and investigate where there is
WOCM 1
4
/W03144Z***
Shp-fhid been placid in I don't know how many places,.-but
Barlow, and a three- Bureau notes.
self can shine. 'Shy away from margin for-error. Do not accept
minor issues ancrtrivia and you suggestions blindly. And do not • ,she managed to.escape from all of
dimensional exhibit by Mary
The court released her to marry because they ran out of
can handle pertinent points expect more than is reasonable.
Handshy, Springfield, Ill., Will
plac
es
to
put
her.
.
more easily.
AQUARIUS
be at Clara M. Eagle Gallery
My
question:
Should
I
give
her
a
reception,
send
out
GEMINI
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
through
February 26.
marriage announcements or just forget it?
9
(May 22 to June 21) -1161
- A new light thrown 'Upon a
- MOTHER OF THE BRIDE
U there is no guide or certain situation .sh(ifild prime
Exhibition of.. drawings by
directive, be careful not to act you for fine advantages in the
impulsively On new Projecti. offing. RoUte'yourself to wosl
DEAR -MOTHER:"Diregard her hectic record and-treat Vernon Town, Murray State
k
Appraise values warily. Day for attainment which will
her as you would a loving daughter who had just married. Art faculty member, will be at
will be a challenge to' your require more than usual vigor.
But consult her first.
Clara M. Eagle Gallery
ingenuity.
PAKCES
through February 9.
CANCER
i Feb. 20th Mar. 20)
•. DEAR ABBY: How would you define old age?
(June 22 to July'23)
You have considerable
GETTING THERE
Trends mixed,
mixed. Bring,- order freedom of movement now.
North Murr4D.lomemakers
out of uncertainty -through Best used,it Fontein to further
DEAR GETTING: To recycle an old cliche, old age, like Club will -a,ct.`with Mrs. Esco
Chino - Gloss - Pottery - Copper - Brass Candles - Tin - Cords
clear, concise analysis and like either personal or creative
beauty, lies in the mind of the beholder.
Gunter EF:.-1:30 p.m.
Sculptures : Pictures
Jewelry -SoOps - lode . Pewter - Wicker action. Emphasize system and objectives.
But I would say that you've reached it when:
- optimism,
-Turquoise
-Carvings
-Figurines
-Baskets
Plonters
You need your glasses to find your glasses.
LEO YOU BORN TODAY are a
* -Shopping day-i„ for Senior
You
walk
into
another
room
and
wonder
what
you
went
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
composite of bravery, deterCitizens will be at 9:30 a.m. -there for.
--Rahn' to go? This spirit, minatioh, willingness to strive
and 12:30 p.m. Call 753-9725 for
People
start
telling
you
you're
looking
good,
but
no
one
Adequately controlled, can 'be against tremendous odds and
transportation
by 9:15 a.m. for
says
you're
good-looking.
the forerunner of substantial intuitive powers. You are suited
morning shopping and 11:30
You pass up a romantic encounter because you're
gain. Predicate action on to leadership in business or
121 Bypass - Murray, Ky.
10 a.m.-5 p.m. — 753-3111
worried about your heart.
adn.-4.r---afternoon shopping.
current
needs, quality, industry, to the .law, to the
timeliness.
entertainment field or any
YUIGO
enterprise which involves
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) VA dealing with the public. You are
• Central Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
K4.1 • M4m444161* Bcattstow-taoati•
Concentrate on personal never satisfied with mediocre
z
advancement within 'the results; constahtly-Seek.,inore
framework of your abilities. imeowledge and are a perLearn. more about yourself, fectionist in ail your un• your latent talents. Be alert to dertakings. - Avoid tendencies
toward moodiness and exconstantly changing trends.
cessive pride, however. BirthLIBRA
(Sept. 24 W Oct. 23) an date of: Albert Schweitzer,
Circumvent trouble, even if noted for' medical and
you have to take the long way humanitarian work in Africa;
around. Some persons could be Pierre Loti, French author;
Cary Grant, film star.
Irritating now. Avoid them.

The
Goshen - United
Methodist Church Women met
at the church on Wednesday,
January 5, At seven p.m. for
the monthly meeting with tlie
Methodist Men's group joining
them for the program hour.
Becky Miller, program
-- leader for the - month, in-troduced the guest speaker,
Tommy Carraway, who
showed slides and talked of his
experiences while on
Christian Teaching Mission on
the Islands of Trinidad and
Tobago in the spring of 1976.
Mr. Carraway spoke of the
urgency of converting the
natives to Christianity before
the Communist led government closes its doors on
Christian missionaries.
Linda White presented the
devotion using Matthew 5 for
her scripture. Prayer was led
by Agnes_Watson.

Thursday, January 13
Meeting cancelled

Friday, January 14

was,•

Don't Take*Chances
With This Sickness

a
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Horoscope
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Up To
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Store Wide
January
Pre-Inventory
Off

A
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FURTHER REDUCTIONS
IN OUR JANUARY CLEARANCE!

... at all stores... open every night till 9 ... Sunday 1 to 6.
Thru Jan. 26

C1A1P1P1 I

7:30, 9:30 ± 2:30 Sun.

_

COAT
SALE!

IF YOU'VE GOT
A TASTE FOR TERROR...
TAKE CARRIE
TO THE PROM.

UP TO

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

DRESSES!
799_999_ 1 1 99

OFF

Late Show
Fri. K Sat. 11:40 P.M.
Adults Only(X)
All Seats 2.00

REGULAR
-- 59.99 to 69.99
99
29

4th & Final Week
7:15„9:25+ 2:30 Sat.,Sun.

Leather Coats
At a Price!
FULLILENGTH

REG. 17.99 to 35.99
1, 2, &3-Pc. Dresses, Jacket Dresses,
Short Dresses long Dresses

PANT SUITS.

In Cokur

P000rnowlt Peture

5th Week!!

PANT LENGTH
LEATHER COATS

7:15,9:35+ 2.:30 Sun.

REG TO 36 (1')

399

'

y

REG.
09.99

•

Texturized

Coordinate
Sportswear

50%

SHIRTS! PANTS.
SWEATERS
• - REG. TO 19.99

L099

.YOUR

u

CHOICE!

OFF
AND MORE!
All in assorted
Pastels— 4 colors
to Choose from!

ALL ONE PRICE

••••••

exciting
motion
picture
Event
of
time.
Rpiease

i 00%

•Jacquards• Poly-Gabs
•Tweeds• Colcuttas• Kntts

4i REG. 1 9.99 to 169.99
DUSTIN HOFFMAN
LAURENCE OUVIER

Famous Name

POLYESTER

50%

'TA R/
11E
tsetse Artists
7RJ

Kidshow
Sat. 2:30 til 4:05
'Young Billy Young"
All Seats 1.25(G)

SPECIAL

VEST
REG. 1999.

-

999-

PANTS
• REG. 21 99

599\-- -4 BLAZERS • • 1699

4
•3EHR1 CHARdE • MASTER CHARGE• BANK AMERIOARD's
1
Shopping Center,

REG-.
G. 34.99

Stirrts, 1-r.99
Reg. 1599.
•0

• OPEN NIGHTS TILL 9-* SUrIDAY 1 TO 6

Central
Murray, Ky.
,
'
ll Gacia5d/A4-/VA-• Bautstixthaoact•MuAttaq f6jaCtumpbtliwttif,-44-•fidubsPoi,44,NoA242, "Ta.44/0/4 vita:Rota•
a

4
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a

a
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Holly _4nn Tivers,Becomes Bride Of
John .Neil Riley At Murray Church
Holly Ann Myers became and stephanotis.
Both are from Murray.
the wife of John Nell Riley on
Lori Myers, sister of the
Special guests were Judge
Saturday, December 18, at bride frotn Ashland, Ohio, was Mildred Myers, the bride's
First Christian Cherch in her maid of honor. She wore a grandmother, and Mrs. 011ie
Murray. Dr. David Roos
performed -the double ring
ceremony,
which
was
preceded by organ muSic by
Mrs. Maxine Clark.
The bride is „the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Myers,
Ashland, Ohio. Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Ftifey, Murray, are
parents of the groom.
The bride wore a Bianchi
original gown of ivory chitfonette and, re-embroidered
alencon lace. It was styled
with an empire bodice Of ivory
English net, with reembroidered lace appliques
-Stith --11 beide( accent of
pearls. The long fitted sleeves-,
featured a border of lace trim.
The soft flowing_ floor-length
circular skirt swept into a
'chapel length watteau train.
lier Priscilla of Boston
;headpiece was an open
Camelot crown, adorned with
English net appliques, which
held her floor length,split veil.
She carried a cascade
arrangement of red roses
accented with ivory mums

M713kr#44-

-421t.

HART BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hart of
Route One, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mr. and Mrs. John Neil Riley
are the parents of a baby boy,
-Jeremy Blake, weighing- Irrialergthi
crlintserry velvet P. Riley, grandmother of the
sevenJ pounds seven ounces, halter gown, with a matching groom.
bertion Friday, Deeember 31, short hooded cape. She
Reception
at the Murray-Calloway carried a bouquet of red roses
A reception for 100 persons
County HospitaL
and white stephanotis..
was held at the Holiday Inn in
Grandparents are Mrs.
Danny Futrell of Murray Murray.
Mita Bart _and.tiniate
n.
wak_,the best--man,-and_
Annbruster of Ashland
Hart, and Mr.-end Mrs. 6
- 'U. Riley, brother of the groom, attended the guest-b7sok. Betsy
_Smith, all of Paris, Tenn.
and Bill Halford were ushers. Clark, Oak Ridge, Tenn„
„sister of the groom, and Cathy
Diehl, Columbus,0., cousin of
Use bride, served.
Mrs. Riley is a student at
Murray State University. tler
husband is employed at
Fisher-Price Co. in Murray.
The rehearsal dinner was
given at the Holiday Inn,
Murray, by the groom's
parents on Friday evening,
December 17.
The Alpha Kappa Delta
sorority sisters of Betty Riley
held-a breakfast for Holly on
December- 11, at Perkins
Dixieland Center
Chestnut Street
Pancake House in Murray.

January
White Sale!
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, • ••
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Wlase Baia
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Oni 6reep
Decorator Pillows
Mead

NEW YORK ( AP ) — Cost.
competence. convenience,
conservation — the FoUT Cs
— ihould be keY factors in
the selection and use of
appliances by today's
energy-conscious consumers, says a man who
helps to develop applianees
for a nationwide retailer.
"Informed buying and
tareful use can turn energy
eaters into energy savers,"
declares . Bob Leonard,
merchandise
appliance
manager for J.C. Penney
Co., who offers suggestions
for reducing energy consumption in the home: "
Cooking coffee in an
•electric coffeepot uses less
energy than top-of7the-itovt.
_
brewing_
Heating water for shaving
with e conventional,razor
uses more, g_nergy than
shaving with an electric
ass
razor.

conventional oven.
oven
potatoes baked in a
ecci • :.1( s can be eft ected by
Many refrigerators have
microwave, rather than
cuoi.,ng se% era I things
heating elements inside the orty4eittiol, oven will cut
sii.:(maneously or • in iM •
walls to prevent "sweating"
energy C. sumption by 60
on the outside — if you
per cent: The economy of the
med,ate vccession
microwave jjnit ,however, _refrigerator_ _ has a Power
Microwave ovum Zte
room cooling because all the decreases as you add more
Saver switch, most of the
'time you can set it to the
energy is directed ,cx
potatoes
clus!‘ely to the food, and are
"dry" position, which turns
Always
place
your
off the decondensing heaters
bdth efficient and convenient _refrigerator in the coolest
and saves up to 16 per cent in
wh&n cookJng small portions, part of. the kitchen,
well
- energy
of tood quickTy
Four
away from the range and
Lightly wrap- roods "to be

OPEN
FRIDAYS
'TIL 8 P.M.

JANUARY

25%
Waal 25%

Come get the
Bargains!
P3.10 a. m.-5 p.redzily
1-5 Sundays

The Rev. and Mrs. William
G. Wilson, Brentwood, Tenn.,
held open house on Sunday
afternoon, Dec. 5, in honor of
Miss Kathy Rogers of Murray,
bride-elect.saf.Bill Wilson, Jr.
Adult members of Brentwood Baptist Church were
invited to come and meet Miss
Rogers1 and her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. James Rogers.
Guests called between the
hours of two and five p. m.
A gift tea was held at
Brentwood Baptist Church,
Brentwood,
Tenn.,
on
Saturday, December 11
between the hours of two--to
four p. m. in honor of Miss
Kathy Rogers, bride-elect of

Bill Wilson, Jr.
Hostesses for the event
were:
Messrs
Dessell
Aderholt, Odell Crowe, Ray
Hester, Sam Moore, and Joe
F.nbrie
As guests arrived they were
invited to sign the guest
register and were then introduced to Miss Rogers who
was in the receiving line with
Mrs. William G. Wilson,
mother of the groom-elect,
and Mrs. James Rogers,mother of the, bride-elect.
Gifts were opened and
displayed for the guests to
view, after which they were
invited to the dining area for
refreshmentsof punch, coffee,
and assorted sandwiches,
candies, cookies, and cakes.
The table was covered with
a white linen and lace' cloth
and was centered with an
arrangement of
mixed
flowers. Silver appointments
were used.

Fantastic Winter Buys!

WINTER
COATS
REGULAR 70.00 TO 250.00
...am..
.3
.

----LorOfes-ln town 0:- week -,-:'d
-Azypinwfutin"g. Daltor,s soltd.color slet..
\
• -. belted dress sk,tth matrbinglar. kp. ,-,•
) 0),...,.
brushedpolyester is per f6-ct fo*,
brin§s Siies ,. tr; 1FI_ - your.day
_ _
-.•

-I

/rt

-

399°Tol 79"
SALEt Our entire stock of fine winter coats at sensational savings! Save on pant coats and regular length
coats in leather,leather-look.fahricjake-furs.
suedes and genuine fur coats. Choose from junior and
missy sizes during Bright's fabulous Mid-Winter
ih4oclay and save!
coat cleanince.

CURRENT-SEASON 'STYLES!

REG. 17.00 TO 39.00

1

•

, c
't

Coordinates & Separates

Mademoiselle

Shop
Court Square - Murray

.

Fashionable Winter Styles!

DRESSSALE

' REG. 11.00 TO 46.00

REG. 28.00 TO 68.00

LESS

_

1/3,

AND
MORE!

Save on pants, skirts, shirts, sweaters, jackets and '
blazers. Select from the segson's most wanted
styles,and colors. Junior and rins)!

Very Large Selection!

HANDBAGS
Regular 8.00 to 40.00
639

RETURN HOME
Sgt. and Mrs. Dale Arnoli
have returned to their home
Alamorge, New Mexico
where he is stationed all thi
Hallman Air Force Base
They recently visited \
parents, Mr. and Mrs.' Joe
Arnold iiiid Mr.and Mrs. Alvin
Usrey. Mrs. Arnold (Janet
was herefor about two months
with her parents while Sgt
Arnold was on special duty
near Seattle, Washington
prior to the holidays.

99T021 99

i SPORTSWEAR

—
PRESENTS PROGRAM
Dan McDaniel, director of
choral music _ at Calloway
County High Schisol, presented
the program for the Mayfield
Music Club at the meeting
held at the home of Mrs. Bob
Sims there. He presented
several selections including.,
music --employed by the
Shakers in their worship
services,and tilt were sung
by them as they went about
their daily work. The numbers
were sung a' capella by Mr.
McDaniel.

OPEN
FRIDAYS
'TIL 8 P.M.

%ALE

MØ

You'll save by sleeping
under an electric, blanket.
rather than heating the
entire room
When buying a dish
washer, look for . a model
with both power 'Dry and
Overnight. Drysettinp. It
you're not in a nurry, and
after stacking to capacity (a
apdishwasher
uses
proximately .15 gallons 7 of
water), push the Overnight
Dry button. The unit will
turn itself Off automatically'
afte the rinse cycle, allowing
the dishes to dry naturally.
With older models you can
achieve the same result by
manually shutting off the
machine on completion of
the final rinse cycle.
•
If your home is centrally
air conditioned, consider
adding a portable room air
--eanditiorree4infiriativse4fienecessity of cooling areas
,not being used
Never use a large appliance. such as an oven.
‘‘ ben a smaller one, such as
serve -the%a toaster,
-same purpose And never
use a burner too large for a.
pot. Some new electric
ranges have _ three-in-one
coils, which permit you to
pick the pattern that fits the
diameter of'the pot.
When buying a gas oven or
range,looklor one with "ail- electronic ignition, not a
standing_pilotlight This will
produce a gat saving of up to
3(1 per cent.

frozen or stored in the
refrigerator — heavy paper
acts as insulation and consumes more energy. ,
A family that repetedly
dips into- the freezer coali
partment .for ice cubes
should consider purchasing a
refrigerator-freezer-. .-with a
dispenser for ice and ice
water through the door This
unit will, ever the years, be
an economy.

MIT>

Prenuptial Events Are Held At
Brentwood For Bride-elect--

All &slyer skeet 'alma 40%
Sesame Streti Sheets
All %Wei Curtains
/
I 2 esce
AN Candles
AN Toilet Sets
mama 40%

All Table Clothes

Appliance S,election Concerns Consumers

TO

3199

Special Purchase Stile! •

juNGgRiE SALE
Regular .60 \to 30.00

20% TO 50°/0 OFF

LESS

1/3

AND
MORE!

Save today on a large selection of winter dresses in
your favorite styles and fashion colors. Junior, missy
and half-sizes. Save today!
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Humanely Spe
Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County

Jt Gene McCutcheon,editor

Ii

•
Editorials and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
tha porairse of providing a forunrfur the free exchange of differing
opineuis letters to the editor in response to ecbtorwits and
vinionated articles are encouraged
•
The editors of this nen spaper strongh beliese that to hunt
vinionated artuh.s to onls those nhich parralk.I the editorial
piiito.•ph) of this newspaper would be a disben we to our readers
therefore at. urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand vr
In,- ideas presented th an individual writer in 4 k islU11111, di-transmit
ith their feelings on the particular wow bring discussed

OPINION PAGE
Page 4-- Thursday Afternoon,January 13,1977

Garrott's Gallej

The Editor's
Notebook

IP

Country_Comic Jerry. Elower-, To Murray On Feb:$
b

The New Pet, And The Owner's .Responsibilities

owners shpuld take their female pets to
a vet as soon as they are old enough to
be spayed (consult your vet about the
proper age for spaying).
Owners who allow their pets to breed
will- discover that their circle of
"friends" who will help them out by
taking a kitten or pup is somewhat
smaller than they anticillated:
Of course some people "solve" the
problem of "getting rid of" them
-illegally by dumping them on others'
doorsteps or putting them in paper bags
in the middle of the highway, hoping
that a truck will shoulder the responsibility they shun. But assuming that
you are not such a calloa and cruel
'person, you wia,have a good deal of
difficulty findinrgood" homes for the
offspring, especially the females, and
may wind up having to keep a couple.
Your problem is compounded, for
they will also, along with. Mama,
present you -with litters in a few short
months, ad infinitum. The humane
solution, and the solution which -is
ultimately least expensive • and
troublesome, is to have thepet spayed
before it can have any offspring at all.
Proper care of pets and the exercise
of the responsibilities which come with
them can seem burdensome and can
cost money. Some owners who have
brought sick or injured animals to us
have told us "I just can't see taking it to
the vet and putting any money into it."
They tell us, "If you have a healthy
animal to give away, let 'me know."
Needless to say, we don't bother to call.
them: If a pet owner is not prepared to
prgyide adequate care and medical
attention for his pet, if he is not
prepared to prevent it from becoming
the neighborhood nuisance.. if he will
not spend the money to prevent it from
producing litter after litter, he should
consider seriously Whether he ought to
have a pet at all. Perhaps he should
consider finding a "good" home for it
right away, or, failing that, having it
put to -sleep humanelf by a
veterinarian.

COpling .

By GENE McCUTCHEON

By M.C. Garrott
"something real that has happened to
Bill Cherry and the folks who ....;belp me or almost happened."
Those readers who received cats or
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
him run the West Kentucky Livestock
dogs as Christmas gifts have, ty now,
Clower's growing up was typical of
and Exposition Center on the Murray country boys all over America. He
discovered that owning a pet carries
By DAVID HILL
State University farm have rung the loved sports, and, with his friends,
circulation duties and began work in
certain obligationa toward the pet and
"Notebook"Guest Writer
entertainment bell as far as I am spent many hours glued to a battery
'the newsroom fulltime. He was named
toward others. Among these are, of
concerned.
OUr usual author for this collection of news editor and production manager,
course, proper and regular feeding and
, radio listening to ball. games. His
priceless gems is quite occupied today, and then advanced to the title of editor.
They are bringing Jerry Clower to 'favorite food was French fries with
watering, necessary grooming, and a
Murray for a one-night show Thursday) molasses, but home-raised groceries
so I'm going to try and pitch in, if only
Both Gene and his wife are natives of
warm,sheltered place to sleep.
Feb. 3.-If you ever see "Nashville on the included hog meat, biscuits, chickens
briefly.
Paris,Tenn.
But there are other, less obvious
Road" on television YOU see this'funny and sweet potatioei-He enjaked going to
- Gene -Meeuteheom---EditerA,of the
responsibilities toward"pets which are
- man. In the past three or four years, school and did not miss a single day
Murray Ledger and Times, is at the
We don't know exactly when Gene
often forgotten or put off. It is exClower has become the top record- _..4.from the first grade through the 12th.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be back to assume the daily
tremely important_that your new pet
receive a distemper shot to protect hini
co-tfarY coniediall, arid Es
He served in the Navy before going on
rt«b-3'.
teePinil his - wife, Rue, production of-tM "NotebOtik,"" but it
rapidly becoming a national per- to Southwest Mississippi JuniorCollege
company as they wait for the big event: should be in the next few days.
from a deadly and highly contagious
sonality by telling downhome Stories and MisRixsippi State from which he
the birth of their second child.
disease which has reached epidemic
that he perfected during his years of graduated with a degree in agriculture.
0+0
. proportions in this area. While you have
.
selling fertilizer to farmers..
The McCutcheon's have one other
your pet at the vet's office, you should
He was made an assistant county agent
I love all of his stories, and especially for a couple of years before beginning
child, a four-year old son, Russell. A
have him checked for various types of
But now thus saith the LORD,. ..
listening to him tell them. One of his to sell fertilizer to farmers for 20 years..
check with McCutcheon this morning
worms to protect his health as well as
u_a
. called
thou
the:, Ihav:
redeemed_
have
is
about
I
popular
Marcell
most
Ledindicated
that
things
are
progressing
that of your family. And don't forget to
+++
•
better, a pulpwood hauler, and how he
.1
h
rt mll
i
well, .and the big event is expected thee by sone:.
provide a collar (no flea collars for
Early in his career, be discovered
431;
razed a country beer joint with a that his ability to tell stories was art
sometime today or tomorrow.
young kittens, however) with an ID tag
chainsaw one July afternoon because immeasurable motet to hia fertilizer
0+0
so that the animal can be returned to
We belong tp the Lord betause
the proprietor first would not selpirft a business. His entertainment career was
McCutcheon started work at the He tells us who we are. He gives so
you if it becomes lost. Dogs, of course,
cold soft drink and "then went and inevitable. Encouraged by friends who
Murray Ledger and Times in 1968, as much of Himself for us.
Must be licensed by the city or county.
called him a redneck."
circulation manager. When sports
What are some of the new owner's
saw the potential of his talent, the 275The story that really sent his star into pound fertilizer salesman produced an
writer Gale Garrison left the paper,
responsibilities to others? A moral(and
the sky is the one he tells about the album,"Jerry Clower from Yazoo City,
Gene added sports writing to his duties
legal) obligation you must shoulder is
treetop confrontation that occurred Mississippi, Talkin'." He was on his
in circulation.
that of having your.cat'or dog vacMancil Vinson, Assistant Comwhen professional tree-climber John way.
As time went on, he dropped the
cinated against rabies. To neglect to do
missioner
of Agriculture, explained the
Ewbanks shinned up the tallest
this is to endaliger the lives of other
Since then his fame and fortunes
new egg law at the meeting of the
sweetgum
tree
in
southern
Mississippi
people, especially children, and to.
grow by the week. His other albums
Agricultural Council held here on
to dislodge a treed raccoon one night include "Mouth of The Mississippi,"
expose your pet to suffering and death
January 10.
only to discover that the treed prey -Clower Power," "Country Ham" and
, from one of the most horrible diseases
Dr. Frank Kodmin, chairman of the
William H. Solomon, executive ofactually was a small wildcat.
known.
"Live in Picayune." His wife is a girl he
Department of Psychology at Murray ficer of the newly organized Air Force
-I-+-IAnother obligation owners have is to
has known since childhood and. they 1-State University, has been appointed to Reserve Flight, has been appointed
So popular has the chainsaw story have four children.
keep their pets from becoming a
'the State Licensing Board of group commander of group number
become, an official of a national
nuisance to neighbors by letting him
+++
Psychology by Gov. Edward T. three of the Murray Ground Observer
chainsaw manufacturing company
roam about the neighborhood upsetting
nark your calendar for this fellow:
Breathitt.
Coro by John Pasco; post supervisor,
presented
Clower
with
a
walnutgarbage cans, tearing Up gardens and
Thursday, Feb. 3. Advance tickets,
Deaths reported include Amos andIVIrs. J. I. Hosick,chief observer.
mounted
chainsaw
inscribed reasonably priced, already are on sale
flower beds, fouling lawns and
Alyers, age$17.
In high school basketball games,
"Memorial to Marcell Ledbetter."
sidewalks, tearing up screens, causing
at the Exposition Center. Bob Billington was named as 4ytirt Grove beat Hazel, New Concords
-'You, no doubt, also have seen Clower
disturbances at night, etc. A good way
"Kiwanian of the Year" at the Ladies, _twat Kirksey, and South Marshall beat
doing-pickup truck -commerciala on
to keep your dog under-controL-ifiou-Night andirisTanatron/kc*ram,of -the Almo. High acorers included 'Tommy
teievision, and the manufacturer
cannot afford to fence your yard, is tar
Murray Kiwanis Club.
_
_McNeely with 39 points for Lynn Grave_
recently presented him with an award
tie hap by means of a long rope or chain
, Almo beat -New Concord and Faxon and Rob Darnell with 46 points for
in
recognition
of
the
fact
that
its
sales
in
to a closeline so that he can move back
beat Lynn Grove is the -Semi-finals of Kirksey.
the areas where the commercials were
and forth along the line. A word of
the Calloway County Junior High
Births reperted include a girl,
being used were higher than anywhere
warning: be sure that he cannot enBasketball Tournament at Jeffrey Suzette, to Mr. and Mrs. Bun Harland
else in the country.
tangle the chain around a stake or post,
gym, Murray.
Since Hollywood has gone topless,
Hughes On December 26, a girl, Tina
Clower has been named an honorary
making it impossible for him to reach
Charlie Snyder, owner of Paradise
New officers of the North' Pleasant Renee, to Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Todd on
bottomless,
heedless
and
witless,
the
sheriff_in_one county. The little junior
needed shade or shelter!
Kennels, will discuss-how to care for
GroveCumberland
Presbyterian- December 29, a girl, Meleia- Jane, to
college where he once played football film world is _running out of .cowboys.
Speaking of shelter, a warm, draftnew .puppies and dogs at the next
Women are Mrs. Merrit Lawson,'Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Harland Spann on
Soon
there
will
be
left
to
remind
us
of
retired
his
number,
and
people
free Aog houseLshould be provided for
meeting of the Humane Society. which
Margaret Nell Boyd. Mrs. Cecil Bur- December31, a girl, Lesly. Carol to
tttuviclottuO Only
everywhere are talking about his new
dogs which are\kept outside. To reduce
will be held at the Public Library at 7p.
nett,
Mrs. Edwin Cain, Mrs. Thomas Mr. and Mrs. Charles Magness on
few
artifacts
— like James Stewart and
book,"Ain't God Good."
drafts, it is best if the. house is built in
m. on Monday, January 17. The public'.
Jones, Mrs, James Coleman, and Mrs. December 31, and a buy, Kenneth, to'
Henry
Fonda,
anciJohn
Wayne.
In
June,
1975,
he
was
he
keynote
an "L"shape, or some sort -ornrsalfle"--- and especially new owners of dogs, are
Paul Cunningham.
Mr.and Mrs.-Sam Overcast on January
speaker at the Southern Baptist Conis built to keep the wind from coming in. 'invited to attend.
10.
vention
in
Miami
before
25;900
people.
Bedding—an old rug or straw— should
It was the first time a layman had ever
be provided for the dog. If Fido insists
If you have questions or comments
.on dragging the- rug outside, nail it-to -- concerning -these -eoluntris -or- the ac— - - addressed the group..Southern Baptist
also Mire just announced that they are
the bottom of the dog house with broadtivities of the Humane Society, or if you
going to present him with a special
-headed nails.
would like to join the Society or make a
award in recognition of his ability to
A final obligation pet owners have is
donation for its work, please write to
By JOHN CUNNIFF
make the world laugh at a time when
In dollar terms, Merrill Lynch
rising prices. No matter that fuel
to prevent pets from breeding every
The Humane Society of Calloway
AP Business Analyst
mirth
and
laughter
is
so
badly
needed.
-Economics tends to agree. It estimates
consumption has been made more
few months. Since April is a peak
County, PO Box 2934, University
NEW YORK (AP) — Americans last
Clavier's strong religious belief unAmericans spent $55.4 billion on
efficient,big cars burnmorethon em211
Inonth_forlitter‘nf kittnean&puppieit. Station,Murray,Kent
y_42071.
dergirds every part of his life. For year spent more [Or automobiles and
automobiYs—
and parts in 1976, and that
cars.
many years, his efforts have benefitted parts than they did for furniture and
expenditures this year might rise to
—We are buying a lot of cars on
the Gideon cause and he serves as a household equipment.If you include the
$58.4 billion, and to $60.6 billion in 1978.
"easy" credit terms. Bankers assure us
deacon in the First BaptiA_Ch_urrch.cif gasoline, they spent more on their cars
For compa • instlatinericans last year
that the over-all total is at a reasonable
than on shoes and clothing:Yazoo City, Miss.
spent about $51.8 billion on furniture
amount, about' $60 billion, but some
Americans love'cars, and last year
By The Associated Press
Five years ago: Army officers
+++
and household equipment, and $63.7
families clearly are strapping themToday is Thursday, Jan. 13, the 13th
overthrew the civilian government in
Clower's main show business at- they bought more than 10 million of
billion on clothing and shoes.
selves.
day of 1977. There are 352 days left in
Ghana.
tribute is being- natural—just being them. As the year ended, sales were
Whitah demonstrates that the
One of the lures is extended credit, to
the year.
One year ago: Japan indicated it was
himself. He is strongly bpposed to unexpectedly strong, and now some
autoMobile,like a tank, plows through
48 months and even more. This does, of
- Today's highlight in history:
ready to sign a World War II peace
"canned laughter" and it does not automen foresee an even better year in
most obstacles, through higher initial
course,lower the monthly payment, but
On this date in, 1733, James treaty with mainland China.
appear on any of his recordings. Real 1977.
costs and fuel prices, through high
it raises the amount of interest to be
A year ago, Thomas Murphy,
.
tr
Oglethorpe and Some 130 English
Today's birthday: Entertainer Ralph
laughter is important to him, and he
Interest
rates,
repaid.
environmental
colonists arrived at Charleston, S.C:, to
Edwards is 64.
hears plenty of it when he tells his General Motors chairman, walked oul
restraints,. speed ;restrictions, soaring
The big question for households that
on what some analysts thought was a
settle in what is now the state of
Thought for fiSday: Worse than a
stories.
insurance rates, vandalism.
utilize the 48-month credit plan is this:
-Georgia.
quitter is the person -who is afraid to
When Sbmeone asked him if he Was very long and brittle limb, eoriuoitting
-Will -We power of the automobile
Will the old buggy last as long as the
On this date —
begin. — Anonymous.
planning "to make it forever" on the his company's facilities to a level of
someday be reduced? If so, the
note? Or Will it have to be turned in for
In 1419, the English captured the
End Adv. Thu.,Jan. 13,sent Jan.3
strength of the coon-huntin' story, he production they simply could not enevidence is hardly observable.
a newer model before' the note is
vision.
French city of Rouen:
wasiuoted as saying:
Nevertheless, there are a few disturrepaid?
Murphy was right. And now the same
In 1813, in the War of 1812, the British
"I told 'em I don't have to, but that if I
bing groans coming from the
—While the Big Three — General
gentleman
is
forecasting
an even
blockaded Chesapeake and Delaware
did have to, I could. After all, I know a
machinery:
Motors, Ford and Chrysler increased
Bays.
man named Acuff on the Grand Ole bigger year for the industry, with total
—We continue to buy big cars in spite
their sales last year, American Motors
In 1848, Canada's Vancouver Island.
of the_very real and present problem of
Opry who ain't done too bad just mainly sales of 11.25 million cars, or more than
fell far behind, both in production and
a million over 1976's total.
was acquired by Hudson's Bay Cominsufficient domestic fuel supplies and
singin"Wabash Cannonball.'
in financial stability.
"But I'm not like most comics..I don't
PanyThe Murrap. ledger & Tunes is published
- In 1864, the American composer
ever) afternoon exrept Sunda)s, Jul, 4, Christtell funny stories; I tell stories funny.
mas Da',. Nen Years Itas and Thanksgivingbs
Stephen Foster died penniless in New
There's a difference. If You tell stories
Murra‘'Sew spapers. In.- 103 N 4th St Murra
York's Bellevue Hospital.
funny, you never run out of material. As
(lass
Paid
at
Murra%,
Ks
Second
Postage
In 1915, an earthquake in central Italy
long as I meet people, I'll have stories
42071
-,
killed 30,000 people.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. In areas served bs
to tell."
carnets, 12,10 per month, payable in advance_
In 1935, the'Saar voted to return to
.+++
Hs mail in Callowia,, County and to Benton, HarGermany after being administered by
din, Ma4fteld, Sedalia and.Eariiimgt on, Ky.'. and
Apparently, it is as natural for Jerry
Parislitichanan and Puo ear Tenn . $.15 00 per
France under League of Nations
Clower to tell a story as it is for Jimmy
,!,ear 1-41. mad to other destinations, 1,3n00 per
supervision.
)ear
Carter to make promises. He has an
741,0116er 1 Assio Kited Press -Kent
Pr,,.'.
Ten years ago: Military leaders in
extraordinary ability '.to remember
ANsotiation and Southern NeW-spaper Publisher.
the African country of .Togo seized
A SSOCIal
.
9' experiences,and the basic part of every
powerin a bloodless coup.
one of his stories is, Co quote him,

Bible Thought

20 Years Ago

10 Years Ago

a

ti

The Truth

Business Mirror

Automobile Sates ,5th1 Growing

Today In History

The Murray
Ledger & Times

CONGRATULATIONS/. ANT3
HERE'S THE SOCIAL SECURITY

Let's Stay Well

Dentistry: Good
Profession For Women

Q: Ms. M.J. says she has high
_ grades and an interest in
science. She asks whether dentistry is a better professWin for
her than medicine.
A: More women are going into
professions. With your grades,
you probably could be either a
physician or a dentist.
Modern tdestistry can `'„ be a
eitthe
most rewarding life for yoi a
regular hours. It offers
income ,(national average Of
$35,000 per Sr).ye
If you.wish to
do so, you can specialize - such
as in orthodontic*, where you
uld work mainly with '•
Idren.
A reasetpable amount of

t

1

1

By F.J.L Blasingarne, M.D
mechanical aptitude is dentists now use operating
Baldness sad Hair
beneficial. If you like to work chairs, with the patient in a
Transplants
with your hands, it is easier to lowered peeticri.
Q. Mr. SL, age Mt is concarry out the exacting procerned because he It getting
cedires required in dental treatProfenional pressilres in den- 'bald just like his father. He asks
tistry
alio
ment.
are . high, and they' whether he should see a skin
Modem dentistry will not be take their toll. The sulfide rate specialist or a surgeon regarding
dull. It is progressing in the use among dentists is twice that of a hair transplant •
of imprOved equipment and new the general population. Heavy
Ai I suggest that you be sure
methods of treatment.
patient loads can bring strew about a diagnosis of your condisa
While some of the work can be lead'
to a high divorce rate tion by seeing ti skin specialist
delegated. much of the 'dentist's and
(dermatologist). He will advise
,
work is done personally. .end
you about the futare outlook and
p
costs
for
equipment.
directly with ttatietiLs. You are high but
are usually readily what has to be done. He probashdfed enjoy regular Tontact financed.
bly can suggest several plastic
‘
with other people.
Surgeons experienced in hair
I suggest that you visit with ,transplants, if that.is needed in
Dental practice can be
your dentist or a dean at i den- your case.
physically demanding, requiring
hours on your feet, though many tat school for more infdrr4tion.
own*. res-ii...t Raw %dear kr
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Robey Returns To Duty U.M.W. Race Likely To
At Elizabethtown Post Become Heated One Today
• FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)tipped him' off about the Wilhoit, now a Court of
Politically
sensitive
allegations that led to a two- alleged goings on at The Cave, Appeals judge, was directed to
month suspension for a State a restaurant Owned by Frank- look into the matter but that,
Police officer may have come fort businessman Rodney according to Smith's information, there was no
to light for the last time, Ratliff.
Ross said Giovanni Freda, completed' payoff to inauthorities indicate.
Commonwealth's Atty. Ray then the manager,supposedly vestigate.
BsOndenburgh said he
Corns said Wednesday he was pressured by Taylor to
hasn't been asked to look into make a $5,000 to ocr,000 doubted the payoff solicitation
to
assure on furniture allegations would
the three-year-old allegations contribution
that a Democratic Party of- issuance of a state liquor be investigated further.
"Three years-plus after the
ficial solicited a payoff from a license. •
Taylor, now an aide to Lt. fact, it would probably he
Frankfort resta_grant
manager, and that seine Gov. Thelma' Stovall, as extremely difficult to have
fanishings in the restaurant state party executivedirector any kind of substantive infrom 1972 to 1974. He was vestigation. It would 6e my
were state property.
And if there were to be an acquitted' last year of con- judgement that the case is
investigation, Corns said we spiring in 1972 to solicit kick- closqd," he said."
backs4,the state party.from
Corns said he has "never
Would be the'onett6 dolt. appraisers seekingstate high- had anything forwarded to
"If - a felbny had been
way contracts.
-•-me. I assume if they thought
Manmitied,431-"
1""Sgr-thsco—Taytar tas said -ME-never
there was anything 'iinwould be no statute of
discussed a liquor license with vestigate I would have _ been
'" he said.
'Freda and knew of no con- informed."
Capt. John Robey, cleared
The commonwealth's atof charges that he refused to tributions by Freda. He said
heA heard "stvet talk" that torney said it is a felony for a
allow a probe of the
the charges against Robey- public official to solicit a
a allegations in 1973, when he
were actually aimed at payoff, though whether the
headed the State Police
discrediting him, but "I don't statute would apply to a
criminal
investigation have any hard facts
to sub- political party official would
division, has returned to duty
stantiate that."
be "a question."
as commander of the State
As for furnishings, he said,
State Justice Secretary
.Police post at Elizabethtown.
Robey said he wasn't told of John L. Smith has said a "It would be a felony to
tips that the restaurent former .deputy, Anthony unlawfully take or receive
stolen property, if it was over
manager allegedly was
$100."
pressured by H.K. Taylor,
However, Corns said, "no
then executive director of the
information
has been brought
Kentucky Democratic Party,
to me.I've hadno indication of
for a contribution, and that
any attempt to pursue it."
there were said to be stateowned pictures and furniture
LONDON, Ky.(AP)- Two
in the restaurant.
A five-member State Police persons were killed when their
trial board declared Robey car was struck by a freight
innocent of failure "to exer- train at a crossing in East
cise proper conduct," "failing Bernstadt Wednesday, police
to institute a case report" and said.
sThe victims were identified
` "making a false statement."
State Police Commissioner as Albert Hundley, 53, of
Kenneth
Brandenburgh Laurel .,County 'and Bertha
reinstated Robey Wednesday Cunnigan, 56, of East Bernas Elizabethtown post com- stadt.
mander and •Robey said he -,Pdh-te said-fitra. trunnigan
would be back on the job died en route to a Lexington
hospital.
today.
Another paasenger, Mrs.
But even with Robey
cleared of involvement, as his Judy Buckles, also of Laurel
attorney, William E. Johnson, County, was injured and taken
told the trial board,"there are to a Lexington hospital, police
a lot of mysteries about this said.
Police said a 2-year-old
child in the auto escaped inState Police Sgt. Ralph Ross rjury.
testified -that- an FBI-agent

Two Killed In
Car-Train Wreck

CHARLESTON, W.Va.
(AP) - The United Mine
Workers presidential race was
likely to"' become a heated
three-way contest today, as
union -Secretary-Treasurer
Harry Pat"planned a qPws
conference.
•
He would not detail the
purpose of the 1 p.m. conference at a Charleston hotel,
buiesaid he has been urged to
run by many people.
"I was forced" into this.
Panel son and Miller made me
into a candidate before I was a
candidate. And they'll be
sorry they made me a candidate," he said Wednesday
from the UMW office in
Washington.
UMW President Arnold
_Miller and Lee_Roy Patterson._
the Executive Board member
from District 23 in Kentucky,
have announced as candidates
for the Juneelection.
-Patrick said miners have
told him, "If that's the only
two running, I'm not going to
vote."
Patrick, 45, a Monongah
native, was elected secretarytreasurer in 1972 as part of
Miller's insurgent ticket.
Before that, he was a
mechanic at Bethlehem
Steel's No. 41 mine at
Barrackville. He was Joseph
A. Yabionski's District 31
campaign manager in the 1969.
union campaign and was

national chairman of Miners
for Democracy.
Patrick said he feels Miller
is scared of his entry in the
race.
"I am the strongest possible
candidate," he said. "Events
will prove that . . . I'm not
running against anybody. I'm
trying to offer a choice."

After Inventory Sale
Two Big Weeks
All

Fireplace
Equipment
Includes Glass
Fireplace Enclosure

Meeting Set
On Burley
Sale Decision

10% on

WallPaper
°A,
Savings
15
$295
Furniture

Single Roll

All

FRANKFORT:Ky.-(AP)A meeting is scheduled for
Lexidgoo to
determine whether Kentucky's burley tobacco
markets should be Closed for a
week or two, Agriculture
Commissioner Tom Harris
said Wednesday.
Harris said the snow and
cold weather has slowed
movement of the crop to
market, and that it is costing
tobacco warehouse operators
money to keep them open.
Harris said fanners are
having a "terrible" time
getting the burley down from
the barns for stripping, and
'that the cold- weather makes
the leaf brittle and difficult to
strip.

Pre-Pasted

Unfinished

Light
Fixtures

Our
Paints 50% Off
Reduced! Regular Price

Custom
Draperies

20%
Off Regular Price

Visit Our New Gift Shop For
Outstanding Gifts &Prices
d•-•

Bel-Air Decor
Store

753-3642
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Open til 8:00
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L
Prices effective Jan. 13 - 26-

'Steve' A -Rare Breed;
At Peace With It All
insists that his name be
NAMAKAN LAKE, Minn. reduced to a single syllable:
(AP)-Ingvald Stevens is one Steve. Most of his friends in
of those rarest of creatures, a International Falls - theman utterly _at _peace_with_ ,
60-miles away
himself and his world.
where he journeys two , or
He has found it living alone three times a year for supplies
on his own island in one of the - know him only by that inmost remote and untamed' formal name.
reaches of America. It has
Steve_ came to America
a
been his home the past 45 from Norway in 1904 when he
years, almost half his life. He was 19 and searched out
is 91.
a
friends and relatives in
He lives in a cabin heated by Minnesota, the destination of
flOi
poplar and birch felled and many Scandanavian imr..
sawed by his own muscle. He migrants.
.
grows his own vegetables and
He went to school, fanned,
a.
stores them in a root cellar he clerked in a general store,
_ himself dug. Hç. grinds tow finally wound up as manager
own wheat and-bakes his own of a shoe store in Hibbing.
bread. He hauls his water After 14 years of that, like
a
from the crystal lake that many another managerial
a
surrounds him, in the winter sort,he got ulcers.
chopping through thick ice.
That's when he moved to his
At night, by lisslight,, he island, a spot he had
writes in his diary:
discovered
fishing
on
"The weatherman is doing vacations. It had been
• Ham
•Hot Dog !Chat Dog
his level best to freeze me to headquarters for a logging
• Torpedo • B B Que Pork
death. Well, tomorrow at this , company. Steve converted it
time I shall know if he can out- into a fishing camp and
• Hamburger 'Cheeseburger
maneuver this old Viking or catered, half-heartedly, to
• Ham and Cheese • B B Que Beef
not."
summer tourists. What he
savage
'neither
So far
really wanted to do was live
winter, which lays siege to this alone all year long.
wilderness on the Canadian
So he did. Now his Social
border with temperatures that Security check and his savings
plunge to 45 below, nor buy the staples he needs and
summer isolation, which he counts himself rich. He
requires him to travel eight .says he is never bored, has
miles in his boat to the nearest plenty to keep him busy.
mail drop, has clef ted that
He did not quit the real
a
independent old Viking..
world when he moved to his
Visited recently, his voice island, Steve said. -He
was coarse and raspy. He discovered it.
hadn't used it in several
months, he explained. "I talk
to myself, but not out loud."
After a few phrases it was
back in shape, lubricated and
13 Oz.
ready tif discuss his solitary
existence and why he chose it.
"It shouldn't be hard to
understand. I love solitude, I
love the wilderness, I love the
wildlife. The partridges, are
my pets; I have to be careful
not to step on them.
"I do not like crowds. I do
not like the city, where even
the Snow is dirty. What is
there to miss2. like my own
live
company. I don't want to live'
Ronnie Ross
801 COldwater Road
if I can't take care of myself- I
210 E. Main
.753.0648
have no fear of death.".
Phone 753-0489
A Manwhose lifepersonifies simplicity, Ingvald Stevens
1111111WHIWIIIIIIMINUM111111111101111111111KNIUU111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIUM111111U11111111UU1111111III 4111111 I

Hungry? why

KWIK - in and KWIK - OUT... that's the Kwik-Pik motto. All of us at Kwik-Pik are
proud of our motto and our fast and friendly service. We make a special effort to keep
Kwik-Pik Markets an easy and friendly placce to shop. Our stores are located close-by
and our courteous clerks are eager to serve you.
For all your family needs, day or night,

• SIWcint
itt(1°
(Fresh Popped)

there's a KWIK - PIK near you.

,
A
POPCORN

Wse25

try

Stewart Sandwiches? ?
Ready in minutes
and simply delicious

twit

1111
::*
ifri0
00
00

4
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*

flashcubes-1r
•

Are you a camera bug?
Kwk-Pik has all your I
camera needs:
Film, Batteries, Bulbs

iWe hare bags of Ice
Keebler Cookies

1 -Stop
Service
For Your

Life Health
Home Car
Farm
Business

•,

Deluxe Grams

Fudge Strips
1212 oz.

r(
6-11
am
1/2 Gallon

ST
I

9ç

I 7
7

2 Stores Serving You
at Murray

Corner of Glendale ,
& Whitnell
753-8394
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Dorothy Hamill Being Made
Into 'Untouchable' Person
By WILL GRINISLEy
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK (AP) - Hey,
what are they doing to our
Dorothy? What is happening
to the little figure-skating
miss who was everybody's
sweetheart in the Olympic
Games?.• .
They've turned her into a
piece of delicate china. Don't
touch. Don't speak to her. She
!night break. She is a golden
ice princess in a gilded cage.
She is no logger the
outgoing, effervesceneasily
accessible personality who
s•tole the hearts at Innsbruck.
They're trying to give her the
Hollywood image. She has
even become the subject of
gossip columnists-the sweet
young thing now smoking two
packs of cigarettes a day and
swinging with Dino Martin
Jr., and the movie jet set.
e .That's okay. Little gtrls
have to grow up. But why try
to. turn our Dorothy into a
Greta "I Vant To Be Alone"
!Garbo?
-Dorothy made her Madison
Square Garden debut in the
Ice Capades Tuesday night
with what critics called an
exhibition of "power and

precision,"
but
when
newspaper friends sought to
learn first hand how a
professional career has
changed her life the scene
shifted to the ridiculous. •
The first call was made to
Solters and Roskin, a
Manhattan public relations
firm handling accounts for
both the Ice Capades and Miss
Hamill.
"I am sure an interview can
be arranged," a representative said."I will call back."
Approximately an hour
later, the call came.
"Very sorry. Miss Hamill's
time is completely booked.
She will not be available-no,
not even for 15 minutes."
A call was placed to
Madison Square Garden,
which is very hep on public
relations matters.
"No luck," the Garden
spokesman said. "We have
been trying for days to set up
some sit-down interviews -for
Hamill: The papers and
networks have been pressing.
We run into a stone wall. They
tell us Dorothy is too busy,
can't be bothered.'
Dorothy's manager is Jerry
Weintraub of Los Angeles,

(

fimi;!,)

PORTS

who also handles Frank
Sinatra,- Elvis Presley and
John Denver.
Ma Bell got hold of Weintraub's office right away:
Weintraub wasn't in, an aide
said, but maybe you could
leave your number.

Oklahoma State Deeply
Concerned Over Scandal

"Don't call us," he. added
stiffly, right out of the movies,
"Mr. Weintraub will call
you." He didn't.
In New York, Ed Mosier,
patron of sports and
benefactor of Olympic figure
skaters; said he hadn't seen
Dorothy since Innsbruck:
Her family - mother, dad;
older brother and sister - has
had little better Success.
"We saw Dorothy for about
45 minutes after (fine of her
shows," her father, Chalmers
Hamill, a business executive
from Greenwich,Conn.,said.
The phone rings. A call from
Los Angeles. A remorseful
public relations representative said perhaps an interview with Miss Hamill
could be fitted in after all.
"How about 'Friday?" he
was asked.
"Friday's fine," he replied.
"Late April, maybe?"

MIDLAND, Tex. (AP)
Midland College President Dr.
Al G. Langford, charging a
basketball player now at
Oklahoma State was given an
"A" in a three hour physical
education course he didn't
take, has demanded the
resignations of three school
employees - including the
athletic director.
OSU
is
currently
investigating the matter.
In_ a copyriglatql story
Wednesday the Midland
Reporter,Telegram
quoted
Langford as saying Athletic
Director Chester Story,
assistant basketball coach
Menasco and tennis
coach Neill McClung, Were
involved in giving Ricky
Daniel the needed grades and
credits in order to be eligible
to play basketball at the Big
Eight school.

Celtics Get Good News
Along With Bad News
By ALEX SACHARE
go much better for Boston. his 22 points in the last seven
_ AP Sports Writer
Billy Knight,..., Indiana's minutes as Atlanta dealt
It was a banner day for the scoring star, poured in 33 Buffalo its fifth straight loss.
'Boston Celtics - then they points, including eight in a row Henderson also had 15 assists.
went and spoiled it by playing during the second half that
Bulls 99, Bullets 85
a basketball genie.
., nailed down a 112-101 victory
John
guard
Reserve
The good news came from for the Pacers, their 811;th Mengelt scored a season-high
Dave Cowens, the all-star consecutive
National 20 points for Chicago, which
center who had taken a leave Basketball
Assaciation moved out to.a 52-36 halftime
of absence Nov. 8, saying he triumph.
lead, then clinched the victory
would not return to the team
Elsewhere in the NBA, the with a 13-0 fourth-quarter
until next fall. Wednesday, Philadelphia 76ers beat the burst.
Cowens announced he,had a Houston Rockets 102-97; the -Bucks 127,Spurs 121
change of heart and would be Atlanta Hawks defeated the''Milwaukee trailed by 14
back in uniform as soon as Buffalo Braves 124-118, the' points in the first half before
possible.
Chicago Bulls topped the ov,ertaking San Antonio
"It's great, just super," was Washington Bullets 99-85, the behind 28 points by Junior
the reaction of Celtics Coach Milwaukee Bucks outscored Bridgeman and 27 by Bob
Tom Heinsohn, whose team the San Antonio Spurs 127-121, Dandridge.
has stumbled to a 15-15 record the Denver Nuggets downed
Nuggets 110, Jazz 99
without Cowens and who the New Orleans Jazz 110-99
Denver raised its home
knows that the-big center can and the Seattle SuperSonics record to 20-1, jumping to an
mean the difference in the defeated the ,Detroit Pistons 1l-point_ lead in the first
fightfor a playoff spot.
/21-99.
quarter, turning back a Jazz
Then the Cejtics showed up
76ers 102,Rockets 97
comeback in the second period
at Boston Garden for a game
Lloyd Free scored a career- and stretchng the, lead to as
against .the Indiana Pacers,. high 39 points and _Julius many as 19 points in the'third
and the-rosy picture took on an Erving
added
25
as quarter.
ashen tone.
Philadelphia erased an early
Soaks 121,Pistons 99
In the opening minute of 15-point deficit and beat
Fred Brown scored 20
play, high-scoring guard Houston, despite 40 points by points, helping Seattle to its
Charlie Scott tumbled to the the Rockets' Rudy Tom. fifth straight victory. Detroit
floor under the basket,landing janovich.
was without stir center Bob
on his left arm. He was taken
Hawks 124, Braves 118
Lanier, who was sidelined
to University Hospital, and
Tom Henderson tallied 11 of with a sprained knee.
moments later the Celtics got
the bail news - two broken
bones In tfielorearm.
The rest of the game did not

The newspaper said Daniel
played for Midland College
last year. He was recruited
from Kentucky by Oklahoma
State and sent to Midland for a
year before going to OSU. But
it was discovered that Daniel
didn't have the grade point
average to play at the NCAA
school.
-When we found out Ricky
didn't have the required grade
point average, I called
Oklahoma State and informed
them," Story told the
Reporter-Telegram- "They
decided to send him to summer school here so that he
could raise his grade point
average and paid his- way. At
first, I thought he was going to
come on and get his three onehour courses. Then,Oklahoma
Statiasked if he had to come.
I said no. He enrolled and
received credit for the
courses."
The' Reporter-Telegram
said since McClung and
By The Associated Press
Mensaco taught the cOurses
EAST
Daniel
needed,
their
Bucknell 73, Cornell 69, OT
Coast Guard 59, Clark 54
resignations were sought as
Columbia 118, Wagner 90
well.
,Nayy 56, Georgetown, D.C. 55 -It was wrong, very
wrong
New Hampshire 89, Canisius
judgment on my part," said
77
LEXINGTON, Ky. jAliq.- Bernard King,the othenhaff
„my enfhusiasm
PIttshergh 89, Cleveland St 75 Story, "I didn't think of the
playing4h8Pe."
has
Kentucky's highly partisan of Tennessee's "Bernie and
St Bonaventure 79 Duquesne ramifications. I thought we
"I left for personal reasons returned and I'm anxious to
basketball fans helped Ten- Ernie Show," got 16 points and
were helping a kid but it
and I'm coming back for get started playing again," he 77St. Francis,
By The Associated Press
N.Y. 100, Seton wound up costing three
nessee beat the No. 2 ranked led both teams in rebounds
men
personal reasons," the1-foot-9, said.
National
Basketball Association
Hall 95
Wildcats. 71-67 in overtime wth 19. He also was,credited
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Cowens said in hedging on
St. John's, N.Y. 74, St. Jo- their jobs."
Cowens emphasized that the
Wednesday ,night, Vol coach with eight assists.
Atlantic Division
The
newspaper
57
seph's,
quoted
Pa.
why he decided to return.
Celtics did not apply pressure
W L Pet. . GB Raj Mears said.
"King is one of the greatest
Harvey Griffin, assistant
"When I left, it was for on him to return. However, Syracuse 82, Penn St 66
Philphia
23 15 .605 Union,
N.Y.
67,
Amherst
56
'Kentucky's fans helped us competitors in basketball,"
athletic
director at Oklahoma
personal-reasons which don't Levin and Auerbach talked
Boston
19 19 .500 4
Verrifont 61, Dartmouth 55
when they started throwing Mears said of his superstar.
want to reveal," he said. "The with him often in recent
NY Knits
19 19 .500 4
Villanova 75, W Virginia 65 - State, as saying he knew
out on the floor late in Wednesday's victory was
oranges
nothing
about
the
Buffalo
15 25 .375 9
reasons still are personal, but weeks.
SOUTH the game," Mears said.
Tennessee's_ fourth straight
NY Nets
12 26 .316 11
Appalachian 80, Furman 78, OT arrangement Story alluded to
I don't. have any regrets. I
It was learhed that Cowens,
Kentucky was ahead 59-55 win over Kentucky. The.Vols
' Central Division
don't want to seem like a" Auerbach and Paul Sarin, - ciern""IE.Duke 73-07, , -in-)46-_iieetiiint;:,-Ctriffin said
Cleve
2316 '390 "- when - the Oranges came Swept the Wilcats, 90-88, in
Florida St 69, Madison 66
there would be no official
wishy washy. person. I'm . executive editor of the New
Houston
20 17 .541 2
Manhattan 70, S Carolina'67
raining down from the stands. overtime here last yr.
comment
by
school
officials
going to play and that's it." York Post, .had dinner
S
Anton
20 20 .500 3'*
Mercer 73, Georgia St 70
than four minutes
Less
until
time
they
to
had
study
Washton
19 19- .500 3',2
A lack of enthusiasm and together in New Yoris-Mouslay
Miss. St 80, Louisiana St 77
Big Spenders
N thins
19 21 .475 4ks showed on the clock.
Domirliort_ 96,-1/1 Carolina the matter. He added that
inability to play to what he felt night. Sann; AuerbachlsNEWPORT,
R. I. (AP) Atlanta
'Kentuclty
had momentum
14 28 .333 lOks
whatever games Daniel
was 100 per cent of his ability biographer and long-time 79
WESTERN CONFERENCE
The New York Yacht Club
Richmond 79, Rhode Island 74 played in would probably have •
said.
"But
Mears
time,"
at
the
generally were considered the friend, urged Cowens to
Midwest Division
Tennessee 71, Kentucky 67,
it took about four minutes to intends to spend about 66
to be forefeited if the charges
reasons for Cowens' depar- return, calling him "one of the OT •
Denver
27 12 .692
clean
.up the floor and this million to defend the
are
(rue.
Detroit
23
17 .575 442
ture.
Virginia 55, Virginia- Tech 50
all-time great plies" and
swung memomentum in our America's Cup this year,
21 20 .512 7
• Story and Menasco willtake Indiana
VMI 92; Wittiam•& Mary 79• noting that the big center was
club
Kan City
to
a
18 21 .462 9
favor. There's no questions according
Virginia St 86, St. Augustine's the basketball team to
second in the All-Star 85
Chicago
15 22 .405 11
that this was the turning point spokesman. _
-Clarendon-Thursday for -a- Mllwkee
. 13 29 .310 1541 of the game."
MIDWEST
balloting although not playing.
Commodore Robert. McWestern Junior College • Pacific Divisioa
.- Bail St 64, Kent St-62 Cullough
said the figure inregulation
The
contest
Conference
game.
But
Portland
it
will
28
13
.683
Cincinnati 84, Dayton 61
ended in a- 614/ tie-,- -but- eludes the cost of three sets of
Los /mg
25 - 14 .641
Kansas 62, Oltlahotna St 60
be their last as coaches. Story
CINCINNATI (AP) - Pat
23 19 .548 51,2 Tennessee outscored Ken- trials for American yachts,
Kansas St 63, Iowa St 54
indicated someone else will be Seattle
Golds St
Zachry, National League ,co20 17 .541 6
Marshall 79, Ohio 71
tucky 10 points to six in the the Cup races and what rival
appointed to coach the team
Phoenix
15 22 .405 11
.Miami, Ohio 71, W- Michigan
Rookie of the Year in 1976, has
syndicates spend to design
five-mute overtime.
_by
the
time
the
CluiparraLS
go
Wednesday's
Results- 62
signed his 1977 contract with
their yaehts..
Tentrilunph
The
gave
to
South
Indiana
Plains
for
a
game
112,
Boston
101
Missouri 69, Oklahoma 60
the Cincinnati Reds.
nessee a 10-2 overall season
Atlanta 124, Buffalo 118
Monday.
SOUTHWEST 41`
Zachry, who shared rookie
Philadelphia 102, HouSton 87
record and a perfect 4-0
Grambling 66. Ark-Little
*•
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Chicago 99, Washington 85
honors with San Diego's Butch
Rock 60
Southeastern
Conference
Milwaukee
127,.
The
girls'
San
game_
Antonio
tonight.
. Houston 106; Rice 56 _
Metzger, had a 14-7 pitching
Selrecribers who Imo not
-iecuid. TWe win ties the
N Texas 105, Texas-Arlington
BASKETBALL
record with a 2.74 earned run between Murray High and
received their bente-dolivered
Volunteers with Alabama for
Denver 110, New Orleans 99
-Davi Cowens,
BOSTON
_average,the bestamong Reds Marshall County has been 101
-eon,
of The *miry Ledger 11
Seattle-121,
conference
Kentucky
the
lead.
Detroit
49
SMU 74,-Texas
postponed.
the Boston Celtics' all-star
starters.
Thursday's Games
Times by 530 p. m. ManleyTexas A&M 60, Baylor 59
slipped to a 9-2 overall find 2-1
Murray's
are
girls
Golden State at Kansas City
Zachor also won one game
Texas Tech 87, Texas Chris- center who took a sudden
Friday or by 330 p.m. on Satrein the SEC.
Detroit at Phoenix
leave of absence last Nov. 8,
each in the National League scheduled to play at Far- tian 68
Ernie
Grunfeld
deys
Sr, wiled to cell 753-1916
was
Friday's
Games
FAR
WEST
agreed to rejoin the defending
Playoffs and the World Series. mington Monday.
Tennessee's
top
scorer
with
22
between
5:30 p. m. end op.
Portland
at
Boston
Nebraska
69,
Colorado 54
There has been no decision
Basketball
The Reds have signed 21
New Orleans at Buffalo
points and Mears said he also
Portland St 92, Oregon Col 58 National
tdroaday-Friday,
Sr 3:30 p. in.
Association champions.
players but five starters reached as of yet on the boys' San lose St 79, Illinois St 75
Atlanta at New York Nets
got help from the Wildcat
end 4 p. m. Seterdays, to insure
Kansas City at Philadelphia
remained unsigned, Pete game tomorrow between
fans.
delivery of tbe newspaper. Cass
Los Angeles at San Antonio
Rose, Ken Griffey, George Murray High and Mayfield.
"Ernie took a lot of
Washington
al
must be placed by 6 p.m. weekChicago
Foster, Dave Concepeion and The game is scheduled to be
harassment from the KenGolden State at Indiana
days or 4 p. at. Saturdays to
played at Mayfield.
Joe Morgan.
Houston at Milwaukee
tucky students." Mears said.
euereatee delivery.
Cleveland at Denver
"This helped him play a super
New York Knicks at Seattle
z
game."
4
0
By ED SHEARER
NCAA was born in crisis and
(
(
)
i
0
AP Sports Writer
has survived with conMIAMI BEACH, Fla. ( AP) siderable turmoil.''.
- The executive director of
There was speculation
0 the National • Collegiate following defeat of the
0 Athletic Association says the Division I reorganization
organization "may go into proposal that danger existed
411111L.,.,
convulsions" before resolving that Abe larger' footballits restructuring problems. playing schools which provide
0
Walter Byers said Wed- most of the financing for the
nesday that failure to NCAA might leave and form a
0 reorganize the various College Football Association.
divisions
"could
Proponents of the CFA have
be
destructive, but I don't think it repeatedly insisted that they
will be."
want to resolve their problems
0
probably within the NCAA.
() Reorganization
was the key issue that faced
"I have reservations about
0 the
NCAA. during its 71st the CFA as a Aalution to the
(;) convention which ended problem," Byers said,
0 Wednesday, and it . was because it deals only with one
defeated.
sport. "I will say they have
"I see it'as both necessary -further_ reasons to inwsife it
Children's Shop,
0 arid inevitable:: Byers said at now.,,
a news conference.. "I don't
Soutbside Center
There are 247 schools in the
9
minimize the problem. The highest classification; 137
participating in football.
Byers said it is difficult for
ONNIONOMMINOMMEINIIIMIP
the division to come to grips
with a reorganization proposal
because of extreme interests
involved - football powers
wanting one thing, schools'
insurance -Bonds-Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
with only major basketball
programs wanting to retain
their • rights. As a result, he
said, those that take a modest
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
course down-the middle decide
the issue rather than those at
thursday / 3 february 1977 / 7:30 p.m.
the extremes.
Another major proposal that
advanceljererat adrhinfOrl• $3 ' advanCe student
admicion $2 all tickets at the door -on day, of show: $4
failed wag one requiring
ticimay,be purChased at the west kentucky livestock and
athletic grants in aid to be
exposition center, college farm toad, Roses Dept. Store and
based on need. Academic
Stoltesibupent Co. _
scholarships are based on
need -the students' ability to
far addrcionat fici‘et mforinai.on, wote or call west irentook- loveatock and expossnon centw,
pay - while most athletic
state univers 45Zriay.kaniucaf 4207
'faseit (502) 753-5890
-s scholarships are "full ride."
4
•

Cowens Decides He's Ready To
Return To Action For Celtics
By DAVE O'HARA
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON (AP) - "I'm
ready to play basketball
again." With that simple
statement, Dave Cowens the
Boston Celtics' All-Star
center, ended a 63-day unpaid
leave of absence Wednesday,
agreeing to rejoin the National
Basketbali
Associatiork's
defending champions.
"You're back on the payroll
as of right now," Celtics
President - ant General
Manager Red Auerbach said.
Cowens, who walked out on
his reported $280,000 job on
NY. .10, did a sudden tur'nabo'ut, admitting that,he had
wanted to remain away for the
remainder of the season.
-However, he announcedM
decision to rejoin the club
after a one-hour huddle with
Auerbach and Celtics owner
Iry Levin. The 28-year-old
veteran from Florida State
University stayed away from
Boston's game against the
Indiana Pacers Wednesday
night, but promised.to be at
practice today.
Cowens said jokingly that "I
may not be in shape until next
September." However, he will
be in uniform Friday night
when the Celtics meet the
Portland Trail Blazers at
Boston Garden.
Alternating seriousness
with jest, Cowens said he has
been working out lightly,
weighs about a normal 225
pounds, but "I'm not in

RH tl I

Pat Zachary Inks
'Pact With Reds

College Scores

Pro Cage
Standings

Mears Says Oranges On
Floor Helped His Team

Murray High

Girls' Game
Is Postponed

NCAA Facing Rugged
Task Of Restruction

EM Ourjr,.

Yfit

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Now Has A Local Number The Number To Call

'mouth of the mississippi'
along with a special guest
west kentucky livestock and
exposition center college farm road

7534434

murray

.•••••••111.4,

VI.AV

M1,40,
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Wildcats In Trouble As
Vols Pull Major Upset

Standing On
The Firing Line
By Mike

By BOB COOPER
Al'Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)When the most successful
active coach in college
basketball usessuperlatives
about a single game, people
tend to listen, and that's
exactly what Ray'Mears did.
"I'd have to say that in the
14 years I've been at
Tennessee, this has to be one
of the biggest victories,"
Mears said of the Vas 71-67
overtime triumph overKentucky Wednesday night.
-Winning the first time out
in Rupp Arena is a big thrill
for me," Mears added.
Tennessee frittered away a
six-point lead late in the first
half only to fall behind by
seven with 7:39 left in
regulation play and find
themselves tied with Kentucky at61-61 when the buzzer
sounded.
After two ties at 63 and 65,
the game was all Tennessee's
with the patient Tennessee
offense paying off for the Vols'
10th victory against two losses
this season and creating a 4-0
record in the Southeastern
Conference.
Kentucky, meantime, is 9-2

Brandon

in all games and 2-1 in,con- who
hit his only shot, was have kept doing what gat us
Spurts Editor
ference play. above his field goal shooting ahead in the first place."
"Maybe we're just the kind average.
Givens, like his coach, is
of team that has to get into an
The others, for the most still wondering whether adA sitikple rule in the Ohio Valley Conference is you must
seven games at home.
adverse position before. we part,
were miserably below. - versity feeds the Wildcats. • at.hoine.
Thole road games during the second half will be at Tech,
can play ball," Itehtucky
Tennessee's Bernard King, "'We needed something to
Ideally, a team wants to win all seven of its home games
at East Tennessee and at Middle,Murray should win two of
coach Joe Hall said, referring who
hauled in a wbopping
but even that is lough to do. On the road, if you can go 4-3,
wake us up. Maybe this was
those games. Of the four at home, Murray should win at
to his team's comeback of last rebounds,
said he felt Ken- it," he said.
you are in fine shape.
least three of them and don't count out the possibility of a
season that resulted in 10 tucky
tried "to put the game Sophomore guard Ray
The OVC is a funny conference. It doesn't matter what
sweep.
straight victories, including away too soon.
They were White scored n points to lead
the records are of the teams, you can't compare scores or
It's very possible the Racers could finish as well as 11-3 in
-the championship of the
remembering what we did to Mississippi
anything else in figuring out who is the team to beat.
r
over
State
the league or possibly 10-4. On an average season, a 10-4
National Invitation Tour- them
last year (when Ken- Louisiana State. Wiley Peck
When conference play begins, anyone can beat anyone.
record is good eribugh to win the crown or at least get a
nament.
tucky had a lipoint lead with added
Through
the first two league games, the largest winning
22
and
points
16.
share of it.
"We've got to get our team seven minutes
to go and still rebounds and Gary Hooker
margin in the OVC was eight points, that being Morehead's
Of course Murray would like to win the title outright and
spirit back," Hall said. "We lost')."
win over Murray State Saturday.
had 19 points for the winners,
thus play the number four team in the league tourney at
have totally lost the
Middle Tennessee and Morehead are both 2-0 and leading
Austin Peay. But if Austin Peay were to win, then the
Tennessee's leading scorer, 3-1 in the SEC and 11-2 overall.
agressiveness we had back in
in the OVC race. Morehead won both their games at home,
Ernie' Grunfeld, merely felt Rickey Brawn, State's 6Racers would want to finish second or third to avoid playing
December."
Middle won at Tennessee Tech and East Tennesseethe Governors on their home court in the first game.
Mears said the victory the victory was drawing his foot-10 freshnian and leading
Morehead's remaining- schedule is tough. They are a
.People have developed a losing attitude toward the Racer
cotnes too early in the season team a notch closer to getting scorer, was limited to eight
points while playing about half -geed club, but they& not have the talent Murray or Austin
basketball team. But when those people see what Murray is
to decide whether it might even.
Peay has. On a neutral floor, Murray State is easily 15 poin:
capable of dcins.thingsarggoing to change•
have an _effect., on _the SEC _ "They've beaten us plenty the game due to foul trouble.
L.
tS better than Morehead.
pennant race,'
4but= anytime of times and we're just getting Freshman Durand lifiekliti
Hopefully, there will be a large crowd Saturday and an
Marray, if they can sweep their upcoming three-game
you win on the road against a even now," Grunfeld said as led LSU with 24 points and
even larger one Monday night. But you can bet on on thing,
hornestand, Could take a 4-1 league- mark to Western
team like Kentucky, that's got the Vols won their 43rd Kenny Higgs added 16.{SU is
when the weather breaks, youare going to have a to.ugh
...January 24: The Raters will be favored in- that game,even
to give you an edge," he said. basketball victory against 96 1-2 and 8-4.
time
finding a seat.
though
it's
been
a
long
time
since
Murray
has
team
won
in
Diddle
our
It
was good to see
Mears,- who has coached 387 for Kentucky in a series -that
You have not seen the kids really get fired up yet. But now
Arena. The Austin Peay game January 28 might well be the
come together when our
victories against 131 losses- began in 1910.
the chips are on the table. When those kids get fired up and
game of the year in the league, if both'teams stay where
266-106 at Tennessee - Jack Givens, Kentucky's leading scorer, Rickey Brown,
there- is a full house to applaud their efforts, there is al):
directed a patient offense, but scoring leader with 23 points, got in foul trouble early," said. they are expected to stay in the race.
solutely no limit as to what they can do.
Of all the teams in .the conference, Murray would appear
now a slowdown in his victory decided after the game that Mississippi State Coach
- Murray has some class kids. And with class kids who
to
have
the
best
-chance
of
winning
at
Austin
Davis.
Kermit
Peay.
For one
over No. 2 ranked Kentucky. the" Wildcats changed their
have talent too, youcan't help but having a winner. _
thing,
the
Racers
have
)eapers
best
in
the
"Offensively
the
very
conference.
played
we
Both
teams stressed tactics too soon.
For fans ip.the county and in Mayfield and surrounding
Austin Peay is the most physical club inside.
patiently and showed a lot of
defense so much so that of
"We should have kept on
areas, SatUrday would be an ideal time to see the Racers
Bath teams play pressucc.gefense and both teams will
poise. Wiley Peck did a great
the starters for either team attacking the
basket,"
because thkodds are, quite a few of the students will not try
run with the ball. When someone runs with the Racers,then
Tennessee's Johnny Darden, Givens Said. "We should job on the boards for us and
and make it back into town until early next week because of
the Racers have a better chance at winning. Fred Overton
Ray White had his best game
the weather.
has said himself, tliat the higher the score, the better the
of the season," said Davis.
For the kids who haven't seen the Racers play, we might
chance ofhis Club winning.
Saturday's SEC
add Murray leads the league in dunk shots. You might even
The game at Austin Peay will mark the close of the first
Alabama at Mississippi
schedula
see an "alley-oop" play or two this weekend.
half of the league race. Ideally, Murray would like to be no
State, Kentucky at Auburn,
If things fall the right way, if the crowd gets behind the
Florida;
worse than 5-iin the standings at that time.
Vanderbilt
at
' -kids, then you will see perhaps the most exciting basketball
The second of the OVC race will find the Racers having a
Georgia at Missisiippi, and
you've ever seen at Murray State.
Tennessee at LSU.
bit of a schedule advantage as Murray will play-four of the
By ALEX SACHARE
like to play San
The
victory
raised
AP Sports Writer
Francisco on a neutral court Teneessee's record to 10-2
Form 64p (Stat4) 13-761
PUBLISHER'S COPY
State Bank No 73-669
Ray Mears has coached 387 right now," Catlett said of the
over-all
and
lifted
the
Vols
into
college basketball victories, top-ranked Dons, who are 17-0.
Consolidated Report of Condition of" PEopors BANK OF MURRAY KE NTUCKY
a-- tie with Alabama for the
tog the latest one was "We beat them last year (69-88
SEC
lead
at
4-0:
something special.
at Cincinnati) with three of
MURRAY
KENTUCKY
Robert Miller scored 18
of
in the State of
"In the 14 years I've been at our guards sick with the fhi."
and Domestic Subsidiaries at the close of
points
and
grabbed
22
Tennessee, tki.s has to be one
Only one other Top Twenty rebounds for Cincinnati,
DCEM€aER 3
business on
197.6
of the biggest victories," said _ team_ was in_action_- Nix 17
ran -off- 1.1-,-straight
Mears after his yds invaded Cletilson, which edged Duke
points in building a 48-27
23,300-seat 'Rupp 'Arena at 80-7
.3 in overtime in an
BALANCE SHUT
Sch
. ASSETS
Item
Col.
Lexington, Ky., Wednesday Atlantic Coast Conference halftime lead over Dayton, 102, and never was in trouble.
1. Cash and due from banks
night and posted ,a 71-67 clash.
7
C.
It was Cincinnati's 53rd
overtime upset of No. 22. U.S. Treasury securities
"This may- be the worst straight home court victory, a
-1
ranked Kentucky.
game we've played this streak that dates back to 1972.
3. Obligations of other LI S. Government agencies and corporations
2
The loss is likely to -cost season," said Kentucky Coach'
4. Obligations of States and political subdivisions
In six seasons under Catlett,
3
ranking,
as Joe Hat, whose team dropped
Kentucky its high
the Bearcats are 60-1 at home.
5. Other bonds. notes. arid debentures
-a
third-rated Cincinnati - to 24 in the Southeastern . Stan Rome
scored seven of
6. Corporate stock
.
which trailed the.Wildcats by Conference and 9-2 ove
his 14. points in overtime as
7.0 Trading account securities
.1ust nine points in this weekis_We_ahot -26- per-eent
Clemson fl-2, defeated De.
Associated • Press poll 7 first half, and,when you can't
a_. -federal funds soA and securities purchased under agreements to resell
.4
Clemson pulled into a 71.71
8.
raised its record to 11-0, buy a basket that magnifies tie with
9. a. Loans, Total (excluding unearned income)
32
3:34 to go in regulation
10
93
routing Dayton 8441 before your other mistakes."
b. Less:- Reserve for possible loan tosses on a basket by Colin Abraham.
the largest college basketball
Tennessee led 32-28 at in- Duke then held the ball for the
c. Loans, Net
crowd in Ohio history-, 17,009, termission, fell behind by last
shot, but a try by Tate
10. Direct lease financing
10
at Cincinnati.
seven points with 7:39 to play _Armstrong . bounded
off the
Sankpremises.--furnrture- and incIrres, a o other assetsTe-Mteriting-banli DT/Mises
"Anyone rhrf -Placer'the'. and climbed biek-ahead Only
11
University of Kentucky in. to have Kentucky reserve rim
12. Real - estate owned other than baink premfses
12
not Truman Claytor sink a 12-foot
is
front
us
of
13. Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaf.'es and associated companies
13
tslahrk_
knowledgeable
about jumper with nine seconds to
14, Customers'_,Iiatkinty to this bank on at.cetrices outstanding
NOW
14
basketball," said Cincinnati - go, tying the scOre EI-61 and
15. Other assets '
•7
15
Coach Gale Catlett.'And I sending the game into over--TOTAL-488f (sum of items I thru 15)
16
543I0 15
lost
_ _said that_ before Kent
' _re
Item
tonight:''
Col.
LIABILITIES Sch
A tayup by Bernard King
17. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations
But Catlett was looking sent Tennessee ahead to stay
If
A
17
The rest of the games on the
18. Time and savings deposits of -Individuals, partnerships, and corporations
boyondKentucky.
67-65 with 2:28 left in the extra schedule for Calloway County
33 754 18
If
B+C
period, then Mike Jackson this week have been called off.
19. Deposits of United States Government
2
19
Bowling
clinched the victory.with two
The Laker girls and fresh20. Deposits of States and political subdivisions
3
A+B+CA+B+C
20
Standings
free throws with 39 seconds man boys were to be playing
21. Deposits of foreign governments and official institutions
4
A+B+C
21
Thursday Mixed Couples
left.
at home tonight against Trigg
Team
22. Deposits of commercial banks
5+6
A+B+C
22
22
L
Ernie
Grunfeld led Ten- County.
D-H
42
23: Certified and officers' checks
7
Iln-Lizzies
42 n !lessee with 22 points, while
A
23
Friday, the Laker varsity
37's 27
SuperStars
24. TOTAL DEPOSITS (sum of items 17 thru 23)
26
'
2
Reggie
Johnson
added
18
Ind girls and varsity boys were to
24
Corvette lanes
37
Bowlers
37 v
King 16. Kliik also had,19 have played at Lowes.
a.- Total demand deposits
8
A
a
34 30
Rib Shirk
rebounds. Jack Givens of
b. Total time and savings deposits
34 30
Bunkies
All'of the games that have
8+C,
b
30 ss
Gene's Body Shop
tf.-•
Kentucky took gami-scoring been called off will be
25. Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repur(hase E
4
25.
Lucky Strikes
342,2 holm' with 23 points.
Dyn-O-Mites
..... 191'2:
rescheduled.
26. Other liabilities for borrowed money
26
',tad Pins
19 45
27. Mortgage indebtedness
• High Team Game'SC)
27
772
Corvette Lanes
28. Acceptances executed by or for account of this bank and outstanding
719
ThltAzzies
28
719
D-H
29. Other liabilities
11/
4
H
9
29
691
Rib Shack
High Team Game i NC)
30. TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding-Subordinated notes and debentures)
30
819
D-H
31._ Subordinated notes and debentures
815
Gene's Body Shop .
31
812
Tin Ernie,
_812
Rib Shack
EQUITY CAPITAL
Nigh Team Series ! SC
He said he was attending a
AP)- Baseball
(
CHICAGO
2001
D-H
Bowlers1937 Commissioner Bowie Kuhn White Sox' game in Chicago
3 000
32. Preferred stock ,• No, shares outstanding
300
(Par value)
32
. Rib Shack
received conflicting last June when he was notified
he
says
1E
1000
33.
'common
a
stock
No.
shares
i
authorized
High Team Series HCi
2326 advice from some of the of the sales.'
Gene's Body Moll
325 33
000
No. shares outstanding'
(Par vale)
2303 game's top officials on
Bowlers
- -"I asked the White Sox to
2301
D-H
34.
400 34
Surplus
get
Mr. Finley on the phone
whether to void the sales of
High Ind Game iSCi
35. Undividbd profits
Men 35'
A's stars for and we had a conversation. I
Oakland
three
223
Jerry Bolls
ONE
36
said 'Charlie, these deals.are
36. Reserve for contivencies and other capital reserves
213 $3.5 million.
Dan Jones
207
Carl Ellis
testified Wednesday in disastrous to baseball. They ,
37. TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL .(sum of items 32 thru 36)
Kuhn
538
3.
Women
222 U.S. District Court in a $3.5- are troublesome and I don't
5 3 10 4
38. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum ofitems 30._ 31. -and 37)
Pat Scott
38
Debbie Coleman
filed by Oakland know if they can stand.' His
'
"
• MEMORANDA
192 million suit
Mildred Hodge
response
was
strong.
He
after
said
Finley
Charles
0.
owner
'
High bid Game HC),_
1. Average for 15 or '0 calendar dgys -ending with call date
Men "t
Kuhn blocked the deals last 'Commissioner, you shouldn't
a. 'Cash and. due-U.6m banksffto.rresponds to item 1 above)
2G
Jerry Bolls.
065
la
te butting in' and suggested
230 June.
David Blivin
b.
800
under
',old
agreements
funds
and
Federal
purchased.
securities
to
resell(corresponds
item
to
8
above)
226
ti
Mark Smith
we
get
together.
expected
We
to
later
met
Finley was
Women
.
c. Total loans (c.'respoods to tttgrn 9a above)
in
the
lobby
The
of
today.
the
Pickstand
toth
return
e
247
Pat Scott
Debbie Coleman
d. Time deposits .` $100.000 or more (corresponds to Memoranda items 3a plus .36 ,lielow.
iv trial is expected to end this Congress Hotel.
226
Mildred Hodge
"Finely argued vigorously
week. Judge Frank McGarr
e. Total deposits' collesponds to item 24 above.
High Ind. Series f SC i
Men •
then will consider his decision. against the,, wisdom of my
f.
Federal funds urchased 'arid "securities sold unde-r'agreements to.repurchase (corresponds to item 25 above)
574
Carl Ellis
During a conference call doing it possibly negating the
571
Jerry Bolls
g. Other liabifitie,for borrowedmoney (corresponds to item 26 above)
Dan Jones
last-June with baseball's deals, but he never mentioned
2. Standby letter's of-ocedit outstanding
Women
sss Executive Council, Kuhn that I didal have the
Debbie Coleman .... . ..
3.
Yime deposits of $100.000 or more. •
Mildred Hodge
testified, American. League authority," Kuhn testified.
507
Pat Scott*
"I
a. Time certificates of -depos)t-rn denominations of$100.000 or more
said
Charlie
had
created'and
MacPhail
President
Lee
3a
High Ind.Series tHCi
Men
National League President a disastrous situation and he
b. Other time deposits in amounts of $100.000 or, more
628
Jerry Boa
624. Charles Feeney reeorn- told lwe he had difficulties
Gene Burkeen
M Ax 14. BRA Noom , CASH IE R
, of the above-rained bank, do solemnly f:=1: .that this report of condition
t,
613 mended that he let the sales signing the players and that he
Carl Ellis
Women
best of my knowledge and belid.
the
is
to
correct,
trill
and
problems.
financial
also
had
O'Malley
of
But,Walter
stand.
645
Debbie Coleman
Mildred Hodge
the Los Angeles Dodgers and He told me about the dif592
Donna Gammon
Ed Fitzgerald of the ficulties he had getting his
High Averages
Men
Milwaukee Brewers told him team's games on radio and
, Directors.,
105 something should
Don Joies
had to pay $300,000 to do so."
he done.
182
Virgil Setae
181
Carl Ellis
Kuhn decided to disapprove During a hearing -June 17
180.
Lyman Dixon
176- the sales of*pitcher Fiollie .With Finle-y, the Red Sox, the
•
KENTUCKY
CA LLO WAY
.
george Hodge
State of
, County of
, SO:
Women
Fingers and outfielder Joe Yankees and Marvin Miller of
to
SWO;91
coid
subscribed
before
iiTH.
me this
7Pat Scott. .... ..
day
of
(MAKE
FOR
MARK
Y
,
49..77.,
the
Association,
Players'
million
the
$1
for
Boston
163 Rudi to
NOTARY'S SEAL
Wanda Brown
ord I hereby certify that I am not an ofJuts or direct of this aiik.
161 each and pitcher ViM Blue to commissioner said, no oneLois Smith
MARCH 48, , 19 / /
158
Debbie Colemin
My commission expires
• 4_21:ich
IZ(IF-i4lotarr Public.
153 the blew York Yankees for $1.5 questioned his authority to
Elaine Pittenger
MIMIC .J. pi^
•
fs+53
-- • -- - negate the sales: .-milliorr, -

Mears Says Wm Over Wildcats
One Of His Biggest With Vols

Laker Games
For Rest Of
Week Are Off

Kuhn Says He Received
Some Conflicting Advice

9

••
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'
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Computers Cut
Electrical Use

Ice, Snow Dangerous To
Cattle, Newborn Calves

But the key to their survival
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
is enough of the right kind of
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — the engineer who oversees the Many cattle and newborn
•
A new computer-run energy- system's operation for the calves will probably freeze if . food, Harris said.
"They can pretty well take
saving system has cut normal state Department of Finance ice and snow continue to grip
Kentucky's care of themselves if they can
state,
electrical usage at one state- and Administration.
* the
The system was im- agriculture commissioner, get something to eat," he said.
owned building by more than
Many farmers must face the
50 per cent, a state official has plemented last October in one. says.
,of the smaller state Human Tom Harris, who also runs a
problem this winter that the
said.. - .
Department Carroll County livestock and fescue they planned on
involves Resources
system
The
a first step in burley- tobacco farm, said carrying the stock through to
was
It
buildings.
programming a computer to
has cattle are likely to drown spring is covered by a deep
control mechanical systems in what Zachem said
expansion
"unlimited"
when they' break through ice layer of ice-crusted snow.
heating,
as
such
a building,
The cattle can't -graze, and
on a farm pond or lake.
_lighting or air conditioning. It possibilities.
"After a month Of operation, He said farmers must go out the farmers must buy far
automatically turns those
more expensive hay and
systems on and off, wasting as we had saved more than 50 per several times a day in the
cent of the electrical use" subfreezing temperatures to grain.
little energy as possible.
Some farmers have enough
It will mean a major from the same reionth in the chop holes in the ice so the
feed to last the winter, while
stock can drink.
savings," said John Zachem, preceding year, he said.
In October, 1975, the Two of his own animals have others will be forced to
a
in
building used 106,600 kilowatt already broken through the purchase
grain
hours of electricity. That was ice of a pond and had to be marketplace suffering from
trimmed to 48,400 kwh tn pulled out. They lived, but drought-caused
shortages.
October, 1976, Zachem said, hauling a 1,000-pound animal Prices are sure to be high, he
the automatic out of icy water is "a tough job said. .
through
_
operation of the building's and a mean one," Harris Said.
But unTeis the stock is given
mechanical system via a -There will be many cattle an adequate diet, they will
"mini-computer."
some
what
.suffer
drowned."
Anniversary
A larger computer will be The bitter cold can also veterinarians' call the "miss
added as the system 'is mean- instant death for meal cramps" and will be
expended, he said.
more susceptible to other
newborn calves, he said.
The electric bill was also
Unless a farmer can get his diseases such as pneumonia,
Iv 1916 III Iij 116•11
011lI1
cut—from $2,653 for the month calving_animals to relatively Harris said.
8.,8,1 •18•41111.81
of October, 1975 to $1,467 in warm shelter, "there will be
October,1976, Zachem said.
LAKE DATA
many a calf that will be born
It will cost about $1.5 million and freeze Co death before it
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
to purchase the sophisticated ever gets up to nurse and gets 354.7, up 0.4.
computer and hardware for 12 going," Harris said.
Below dam 303.9, down 0.3.
state-owned buildings to 'be
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.2,
That's costly for the farmer,
included in the system, ac- because he must feed the cow up 0.5.
cording to Dave Pritchett,' for another season without
,Below dam 316.0, up 1.5.
deputy commissioner in the producing a calf for sale. A
Sunset 5:00. Sunrise 7:10.
Facilities feeder calf brings about $150
of
Bureau
Moon rises Thursday 12:48
Management.
on tollay's market, Harris a. m., sets 11:51 a. m.
Pritchett envisions rapid said.
Sear?, Free-arm
expansion.
Generally, livestock adjust
The first woman to receive a
se% i ng mach i
"We'll have control of the to the.weather, gr2wing long Ph.D. degtee in the United
mechanical systems in all coats of hair
huddling States was Helen- t(lagill. The
Frankfort together for warmth in lieu of degree was granted by Boston
in
buildings
state
Cons erilble„ 12-stitch maUniversity on June 6, 1877.
within a year or a year and a a manmade shelter.
chine for all Nien•ing. With
foot control
half," he said.
The program will be
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"yes'
be
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Since new buildings tend
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41 High mounmore energy-efficient, they
tain
may not .reflect savings as
42 Hindu garment
dramatic as those seen in the
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first builchng.
shelter
45 Preposition
"We're shooting for savings
47 Abbreviation
of about 18 per cent" in terms
on note
i ix& time
of energy use and cost, he
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said.
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affection
The system operates via
60 Everyone
leased telephone lines, which
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fish
cost the state about $5 per mite
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Although
each month, he said.
DOWN
iest; refrigerator
the computer can perform
1 tut of Meat
2- me Deal
some sophistiCated-Tunctions,
$311111-*
*Sm./
find)
it is relatively simple to
Rig 9.5 cu ft. refrigerator,
3 Fondle
4 Pintail duck
1.46 cu ft. f
operate, he said. One person
affiture albilakta, Inc j /5 77
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KENMORE'S

- 5O1h

pusconom

aIe

$ 16611*

an

Cut
sbo

NEEDS!

QUALITY

We stock the highest quality prescriptOn products — fresh
n1
and dependable.

SERVICE

Our customers.-

We're known for our friendly, prompt and courteous service to

PRICE

Ample Free Parking right at-ow-front door.
We buy the fineit quality drugs in large quantities direct from
manufacturersto get the lowest possible prices andpass thtim
on to you. These large purchases are made possible only because of SAV-RITE S tremendous volume of business.

SAV-RITES

$319$

CUT
$40

COLOR
19-in. diagonal
measure picture

table-top TV

„7,-„ $3331i°
In Inic, "--nner I lir.,rtirs'
matris. 1.11 lurr liolor
Iii .t

rhaf•,1,

[Cell.
ir
gogeorA

$60 ;
/

honer *re en

ION (brtslac hoe

23- channel CB radio
l5,54

$9951***

Maybe you don't
"make a$3,000loan every day,
but we do.

aa$
Actually, that's just a middle-size loan for
US these days. We make some for less.
And a lot for a lot more.
So we're not a "small-loan" company,

AllkIliat

Itesneed

Monthly
Payment

Mouth'
To Pay

Total Of
Payments

.
An

$2,500 $ 73.17 48 1 8,61 2.16 17.80%

but a large loan center. And a good one.
$8,600 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.80 18.80%
H0/1380111113f bans.tiro.
$5,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%
When you're after really large
$7,500 $169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
amounts, the equity in your home is a.
valuable asset. You can use that equity
°Annual PitroontallP Rat*
KY•1
to back very sizable loans from us. And
that's nice to know.
Next time you want money, whatever
the reason, think of us. If you're more comMurray
In Bel-Air Center
fortable feeling you can depend on us for
Kr.
Wilder,
P.
Ross
753-5573
small loans, we really don't mind. Because
...

you can.

EXTRA DISCOUNT
PRESCRIPTION PLAN
FOR EVERYONE 60 OR OVER
OR IF_YOU'LL BE 60 THIS YEAR.
IF YOU ARE A SENIOR CITIZEN, ASK HOW YOU
CAN ENROLL IN SAV-RITE S SENIOR CITIZEN
PRESCRIPTION PLAN AND ENJOY AN EXTRA
10% DISCOUNT ON ALL PRESCRIPTIONS.

WAYS TO HAVE YOUR
PRESCRIPTION TRANSFERRED
TO SAV-RITEPRESCRIPTION CENTER.
4

,BRING IN YOUR CURRENT PRESCRIPTION REFILL BOTTLE. WE WILL CAt-L
. YOUR PHYSICIAN TO HAVE IT TRANSFERRED.

2.

HAVE YOUR PHYSICIAN REWRITE YOUR PRESCRIPTION AND BRING IT IN
•
TO SAV RITE PRESCRIPTION CENTER

a

TELL YOUR PHYSICIAN THAT YOU WISH
TO HAVE YOUR PRESCRIPTION ,

TRANSFERRED TO SAV RITE PRESCRIPTION CENTER

But remember. we mostly think big.

rrell I It unit ha1 It'. !"-141 55.5.1555- 5,, ratars
io‘.
Liu.. tuning.\vise blanker

•

SENIOR CITIZENS

n

WE WILL

AkIEPAD

Were got your ban
•

req1.8,81 1.•
%a VII hrease
op eeeeeI 5 ...payment

Up to #.5011

-IN-EN

CALL YOURPHYSICIAN

AND ARRANGE FOR THE NEW

•

PRE.SCHTTION WHICH WILL BE READY
WHEN YOU COME IN TO PICK IT UP

eirtleise ei

51 11,

8-track play , record
*tyre° .4v,iteni

$1971$*
lt/l Una,I., tut i 1147 11 \
ecord from .AN1

.ter-

r cor,I. Amue1t radio "I ,

audit record Itonivr. :1way bass-rcflex speaker.

DISCOUNT DRIG CEITERS

Jo-. /7, 1077
••1151•R• •513...5 55,. '5, 1077

• Penn are (males Ina's-• Dillow, o [0.05 hit.

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Sta‘i (aldloc)

--

003-23)0
le

C

Open Daily
9 AM-9PM
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WHY PAY MORE?
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Phone 753-8304
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Constitution Won't Necessarily
Help In Housing For Low-Income

Claudine Longet Testifies Before
Packed Courtroom In Aspen, Colo.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
The court also left open the down last year. The justices
"I have to assume it was"
ASPEN, Colo.(A?) — With prosecution• said they ex- wound in the stomach from a time I came back to Spider,
?oor urban blacks or other possitility
that existing said theirthat the Constitution
ex-husband Andy Williams pected the reckless man- .22-caliber pistol modeled my children were standing . because the gun fired, she
minorities who dream of federal statutes
bars
only
might be used
intentional racial
said, adding later, ".I did not
weeping in a hushed cour- -slaughter charge against the after the Cerman Luger. 'eaVing the inner city for the - to attack such zoning
there, and I sent them out.
diacrimination.
laws.
raise my hand with my finger
Miss Longet said she had
Claudine Longet told 35-year-old entertainer to go to
troom,
more affluent suburbs cannot
"I
to
told
go
them
to
the
In their decision, the
In the Arlington Heights
jurors that her lover cried, the jury today or Friday. If asked Sibich how to use the bottom of the hill 1,o look for on the trigger ..."
lecessarily count on the justices
reversed a lower ,case, the court said those
A ballistics expert testified
- Claudine! Claudine! 66nvicted, . she :faces a gun lecause she • was',the ambulance so they
:.*.onititution for help in finding_ Court ruling and found
the persona who think they haVe Claudine!': as he fell dying to inaxinuan 10 year's in jail and frightened for
for the prosecution that the
the safety of her wouldn't go the other way."
Low-income housing, the Chicago suburb of
Arlington been discriminated against
three children ..by Williamsi'
bathroom floor after a gun 830,000 fine, .
3upreme Court says.
During cross-examination, safety device didn't work, but
Heights did not uncon- must prove discriminatory the
went off accidentally in her
The prosecution 'doesn't who lived with her and Sabich. prosecutor Ashley Anderson the trigger had to be pulled for
Lawyers involved in housing stitutionally
by
discriminate motives
practiced
"I was- holding it with iboth questioned Miss Longet the gun to fire. Miss Longet's
hands.
claim she intended to shoot
MIAS indicated the court ruling against
.. •
blacks by refusing to government officials. Sabich, but says she was hands," Miss Longet said, closely about.the testimony of mention of the "red spot"
iid not necessarily, sidetrack alter its zoning code
It is not enough to point to
to permit
Williams, a television and criminally
similar cases and said the construction of low
reckless in han- gingerly taking the pistol from two law enforcement officers. referred to the safety.
income the "ultimate effect" relied-on recording star, wiped his tears dling
a defense attorney and holding
Defense attorney Charles V.
the gun.
justices left them. other housing.
They said Miss Longet told
as proof by the 7th U.S. Circuit with a pink tissue Wednesday
;:h
o pursue:them at the hospital where Weedrnan asked his client
The tiny state district it flat between her palms.
The court's 5-3 decision Court orAppeals, the justices as Miss Longet — holding the
about her affair with Sabich,
It was then she began
court said Thesday evoked sharp criticism from said in an opinion written by
fatal pistol as she spoke — courtroom was packedlor the crying. She had noarbeld the Sabich was rushed the night of who would have been 32 this
flak communities are banned James Corn ton, executive Lewis F. Powell Jr.
decribed how champion skier diminutive, dark-haired gun since the night Sabich the shooting that she week. He had captured the
from intentionally keeping director of the
"playfully pointed the gun at
go Urban
Vladimir •'Spider" Sabich defendant's testimony. 6t one died.
anyone out for reasons of race. League. He sai. the court's
(Sabich) and she gestured at world ski title in 1971 and 1972,
died last March 21 in the point, spectators peering over
but his career plummeted
"I raised the gun, and I said,
But, the court said, nothing
ii_ttana Wsa and low
..12.504011. .Rucky., Mountain library shelves in the_ tear of 'When-that lever Is on the ta — _.1.4114 Sni1111,2,BIllig.babil.„71. - •
YePeited- Trijigies' The
the - Cdristitutioh rtycelire's- income families will continue
the
room were asked not to
chalet they shared. -_
•
did
"You
asked,
Anderson
season:
spot,
•
is
it
safe,
it
won't.
fire"
predominantly white totvns to to be trapped in disproporstand on law books to watch
"Spider and I loved each__ _
The dozen jurors leaned not jokingly point the gun and
"Spider called my name her—
change zoning tezs to allow tionate
numbers
in
say 'bang bang' ahd it went other very • much," Miss
forward
to
hear
the
softthree times, and he sort of slid
construction of low-income deteriorating inner cities.
"I saw he was sort of
Longet said. "I think we were
spoken defendant, whose off?"
housing that would attract
OVEN FORK,Ky.(AP)—A down, and I told him I would fainting," Miss Longet said..- accent still
It sets progress back
"I wouldn't joke with guns," the very best of friends."
shows
strong
the
hospital,
call
not
to
move,"
poor minority residents.
"Sal
tried to give him mouthconsiderably. The Nixon-Ford proposal to "recover" the
Ma& Longet quickly replied.
his bright blue
The court did list standards era has been a damaging ong section of Scotia Coal Co.'s No. Miss Longet testified, biting to-mouth resuscitation, but I traces of her native France.
Anderson asked her to hqld eyes red-rimmeitUrosa crying,
that lawyers in similar cases as -far as progress in housing, 1 mine where two explosions' her lips to hold back tears.
'He said,'Yes*
didn't know how."
, it won't fire. the weapon twice, then asked,
began .staring at the courdefense
Both
and
could use to demonstrate that Jobs and social legislation is killed 26 men last March will
Sabich died of a single bullet You've got it. You have it,' or
"Are you positive your hand troom's rust carpet. He and
a zoning body had an illegal concerned," Compton said.
something
like
that
...
I
went
be submitted by the company
was not on the trigger?"
Miss Longet—were divorced
back to holding' if:1nd it just
intent to discriminate. But Arlington Heights later this week, according to a
"I had. my hand on the two years ago but still are
went off ...
Lawyers, for instance, could Mayor James Ryan said the state mining official.
trigger," Miss Longet an- friends.
show a zoning board departed decision protects the rights of
Sam Johnson, an official
"I ran to the bedroom,and I swered.
He steadfastly defended her
from normal administrative local governments to preserve with the state department of
Anderson repeated, "Your character when testifying
called the hospital and told
procedures to draw up rules the character of their com- Mines and Minerals, said he
someone to send an am- hand was on the trigger when earlier for the prosecution,
barring low income housing.
munities through reasonable expects Scotia's plan to inbulance right away. By the you raised it?"
then the defense.
BOSTON IAPI— Babies are female hormones — estrogen
zoning standards.
volve "securing the two'It means that zoning is southeast section in in- about twice as likely to be and progestogen.
Fast Film Service
born with defective hearts if !" Women are sometimes
going to be a matter decided crements."
At Big Discount
That means, Johnson said, their mothers took birth given the female sex horat the local level, rather than
Full
1,000 or' 2,000 miles away in that about 500 feet of the control pills or other female mones by doctors who believe
Roll
section will bt explored and hormones while they were the drugs reduce the chance of
Washington," he said.
Miscarriage.
The plaintiffs had attacked ventilated at a time before pregnant,a study shows.
The researchers found that
the zoning laws as un- workers proceed further.
Fresh Color
The doctors found a rate of
State and federal authorities the problems occurred most about 18
constitutional under the 14th
Film
babies with heart
often
among
women
who
took
discuss
plan
will
with
the
Amendment's safeguards of
defects among every 1,000
thre-drugs,
sometimes
acScotia.officials, Johnson said.
Artcraft Studios
equal protection.
infants born to women who
Currently,the two-southeast cidentally, during the second took 'the
The
court's
decision.
118 St. 12th. 753-0035
drugs during early
and
third
!Months
of
expanded
a
major section is sealed off from the
Free Parking At Rear Door
pregnancy.
The rate was
discrimination ruling handed rest of the mine, and in- pregnancy.
'about eight such cases for
-ayark."•.!-.
•
Ordinarily,
women
are
vestigators must get into that
every 1,000 babies whose
• t
urged
to
stop
taking
birth
"
area before it will be possible
mothers
did
mot
take
these
"to determine what triggered control pills when they drugs.
•
pregnant. The
the methane gas explosions,- become
researchers said the problems'
'Female hormoneataken in
said Johnson.
Men have been ttotking usually occurred when women the early stages of pregnancy
daily near the mouth of the did not realize they were may disturb the normal
cardiovascular development
two-southeast section, where expecting.
The study, conducted by of the fetus," the doctors
the bodies of 11 Men killed in
at
the
Drug wrote. "Both estrogens and
the second explosion were doctors
Epidemiology Unit of Boston progestogens were assOCiated
found, he added.
comp six
A78-13 Tubeless Whitewall
Johnson said it islikely-to be. University Medical Center, with -the occurence of
three to four weeks -before was-published in today's issue congenital heart disease in the
investigators will be able to of the New England Journal of offspring."
etuctue.
The BU doctors found that of
enter thq two-southeast
The research showed that 50,282 pregnant Wbrnen
section to l ok for clues as to
11
25
"
11
:7„
"
8
what triggered the explosions. the increased risk of heart surveyed, 1,042 received the
Once they enter, it probably trouble occurred among hormones during 'early
will take several more weeks children of women who took pregnancy, and 19 gave birth
to determine if the ignition two commonly prescribed to children with heart trouble.
source was the same for both
explosions.
"Right now, methane is 72
fier _ cent plus (in twosoutheast), which is well out of
the explosive range,. and
plos 07.44
753-4961
S. 12th St.
oxygen is .34 otprie_per cen_t,"
fet Lc Tax'
Johnson said.
•
la.Vederal Ewalt Tax
NEW YORK (AP) — Nearly if she would just call the
wife
of family to tell them she's all
six -weeks after the
Were S11.00 each is Oar 1916 fall Big Book
former presidential counsel right, they wouldn't be conLeonard Garment disap- cerned. They'd let her stay
Strel
Built tough i %ilk 2 Ater! belts .and 2 polyester cord
peared police say they don't where she is for as long as she
Guard gi‘ 1", yoo the strength and stability vuu.Ssant lfl
Belted
khow "if she just flipped," wants until she's ready to
,eriri. design 4tiit.- lot, of tread on, the road for
a tire! Its %iile
"got aninesia," or "knows come home."
vdiite‘4,111 side%all helps add a touch of class to
auil
traction
it.
great
what she's doing and doesn't
Garment, counsel to former
driye.
you
viliateser
want to call home." •
President Nixon during the
Grace Garment, 49, who Watergate investigation, is
hl your car at a great savings!
Call Sears today tor the lire to
wrote for the television soap now a U.S. representative to
opera "Edge of Night," was the United Nations' Human
PRICES EXPIRE MARCH 15, 1977
last seen on Dec. 3 at Penn— Rights Commission, and
sylvania Station In midtown ,practices law with his old firm
Manhattan, shortly before she -of Mudge Rose Guthrie &
had a psychiatric appointment Alexander.
for treatment of depression.
He 'did not respond to
"We're totally in the dark..
several telephone calls
,rro.erN,
The family hasn't heard Tuesday, and no one answered
With Large Tossed Salad, Choice
anything," Sgt. Max Sanders the door at the home in the
eht
rAl
of Potato and Texas Toas-t
of the Police Department's evening.
Missing Persons Squad said in
Sanders said he has made
an interview Tuesday. "We periodic painful calls to
follow any leads we get,- Garment
Which each man
knowing that only one of the reports h as nothing to tell
leads will be the good one."
the other.
A 13-state alarm has
produced no leads, and
d .c7'nel--, Malice?,
Sanders said police continue
to check "hospitals, morgues
and whatnot for. unknowns or
Prices of dockage local interest at noon
funibhed to the Ledger & Times by
for persons using any of her
• M.Simon Co. are as follows
names.
White Beans, Cole Slaw, French
"We're in touch with :ndustrial Avg Fries and Hushpuppies you
Washington, with the FBI. If
j,,, 4.
trco
con eat.
they get a tentative from
. 4,5w
mer. Motors
Was 531.99
. 333
..
-1
anywhere in the country, they ' kshland 01.1
621
/
2
in our 1916
know what we're looking for,"
k.
.
60
3
ord
,
493
.
Fall Big Book
Dynamics'
Sanders said.
Plus Free Homemade Ice Cream
Mrs. Garment, who was :en. Tire
. 26k. -3 '4
26
:oodrich
wearing a pink turtleneck
ilL4 4.L
.ulf Oilsweater, brown fur coat and ,3erviwalt .
32
.
3 324'. -3
.
Oats
slacks, had been in a hospital 4uaker
32'. .4',
lepublic Steel
and had been very unhappy Singer
20
10
.
4
.
with
there, Sanders said. But she Tappan,
• 191,4,,
Western Union
was
before Lentil
25
released
trade in
•• Thanksgiving and spent that
Prices'of stock of local interest at noon
holiday at the family's home EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Call or Visit you/ Sears store today tor- a battery to 111 your C;
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
in Brooklyn Heights.
Murry,arks follows
PRICE EXPIRES FEBRUARY 9, 1977 ,
Shortly after she disappeared, an appeal was made Reublem Inc
42'4
McDonalds Co
52... -4
,
during an installment of "The Ponderosa
..Systems
§,1
Edge of Night" for her to Kimberly Clark
40%
aw
ememewanormaanamonmewawara
memewavagrealianewaynereva
awmaywanevoname
Carbide .. '
unc
contact her husband And two Union
W.R. Grace
+
426 4e.
Catalog
•
Price
Is
Price
•
Delivery
and
Installetion Not Included
children.
Texaeo .
'27% uric
:erteral Elec.
333%
. "Hopefully, she's all right. GAF
Corp
12% -4%
she's just not ready to get in '-r3eoritla Pacific
+ 4•••
Pfizer :"
2114
touch with her family," Jun
Walters
35% +
.
Sanders said. "These things Kirseh
1114% unc
oi
Court Square
753-1632
Limey .......
,
45'1
„
•
have happened.
FrahMin Mint
"Frankly, my feeling is that

0.

alcri

Proposal To Be
Made To Recover
Mine Section

Study Shows Effects Of
Pills On Unborn Babies

!

Steel belted
tire SALE!
Sears
kW 14
s1114

2.49
99'

Snow Tires

12"& 13" White Sidewall
4-Ply Nylon

0F4

SpecialSale!

$18°°
Hatcher Auto
Sales

[Don't

4
m

FOR

Starch Continues For
Missing Soap Writer

Let A Little Snow
Keep You From Taking
Advantage Of These Specials
8 oz.

Sirloin Strip Steak

Oil

'298
All The

Catfish You Can Eat

$229

The above prices good Friday & Saturday, Jan.
14th & 15th from 1030 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Rudy's
Restaurant

r-

sear

Ass

1 Sears

Ir

°

-;

75'4

+

Maintenance-free
PA3 BATTERY

Sears

•TI I ¶1

SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
153-2310 S. 12th St.

-

—
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31

2 Notice

2. Notice

2 Notice

6 Help Wanted

b Help Wanted

2 Notice

19 Faim Equipment

14 Want lo Buy

26 TY Radio

NEED GRAIN BINS, a POLICE SCANNER, 16
WANTED: Attractive TWIN STROLLER.
grain dryer, a new steel
channel High Gain ProPhowe _753.8936.
person for banquet
ADVERTISING
building, grain cleaner
Scan with 11 crYstlas,
work, excellent salary.
or new spray equipment
DEADLINES
$150. Call 753-4443.
15 Articles For Sale
Three persons for office
Agrispring.
for
All display ads,
work, salary open. Two
Products has them. Call LLOYDS 100 WATTS AMclassified displays
WHOLESALE
Maintenance persons, FREE!
753-2958.
and
regular
display,
JEWELRY CATALOG!
FM 8 track solid state'
EXERCISE. Health Spa
must have knowledge of
must be submitted
Designers'
with G. E. turExclusive
Call 753-0129
stereo,
MASSEY
air condition and
300
by 12 noon, the day
Collection! Bargains
ntable. $125 or best
combine
""
and'
Man
FERGUSON
refrigeration.
MONTHLY!
12,000.00
before publication.
offer. Call 753-4029.
wife to work on farm, „galore! Box 1324,
corn head and grain
SPARETIME! UnFACTORY
All
reader
BELTONE
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
Found
And
Lost
5
will
furnish
employer
Call
table.
753-1775.
excitingly
27. Mobile Home Sales
believably.
classifieds must be
fresh batteries. Wallis
double-wide trailer.
selfStrid
submitted by 12 noon
easy!
Drug Store,Murray, Ky. LOST-LEATHER
Live-in housekeeper, AVAILABLE NOW. FOR ALL YOUR fencing
the day before
addresSed and stamped
10 x 44 ONE BEDROOM.
Call 753-1272.
change purse at Jerry's.
Urethane foam. All
age 45-up, will consider
needs. Call AAA Fence
publication.
-.0 Box 1824,
envelope
Ideal for college student
Reward offered. Call
Cut
1-444-6865,
sizes, all densities.
JOB
widow.
Supply EX.,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
best -is.
lake. At Fox
_do,
or
WE
,W114.7_
..liorsetrading
753-3635.
ULUto your specs. West Ky.- Paducah,Ky.
UNLIMITED EM753-6333. i
Needline,
$2200. Call
Meadows.
Pose- and A;tiCtion.
Cabinet ..Co., 1203 Story
PLOYMENT AGENCY,
6019 or 753-8635 ask
:
_ 753
General merchandise
LOST ON NORTH 16th
20 Sports Equipment
-Avenue.753-6767:
ar_oa-cly
WORK -41 HOME_ _in_
wholesale and-retalt- _I Eli _RAW fiira_d_MY_ -Strimt isiack ang grey
Paducah, Ky. Call 1-442time earn 0250.00
spare
South,
641
on
home
Used furniture, antique
tabby striped male cat.
BEAR COMPOUND bow
8161.
HAVE CEDAR CHEST in
per 1000 stuffing en'Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
toys, throw rugs, throw
Call 753-9911. Reward
FOR „SALE by owner. 2
50-60 lbs. Dark wood gun
cents
$100,
25
condition.
crd
perfect
velopes.
News. Society
and Thursday'. 24i miles
pillows, consignments
bedroom mobile hOlne_ _
guns.
offered.
10
bolds
cabinet
Call 753-7737 after 4 p.m.
753-1918.
plus stamped, selffrom Uncle Jeffs. Phone
Sports
OVERSEAS JOBS
taken. Flea market
unfurnished except
Call 753-3248.
addressed envelope, to:
753-3375 • Douglas FOUND - Six
Retail -Dtspicry_ adand refrigerator.
space available. We
stove
Beautiful
NEEDED
SKILLS
MOST
Terry Lane Enterprises,
Shoemaker.
yectising 47-53- 1919.
IF CARPETS look dull
& Dryer conbuy, sell 8r horsetrade,
Washer
black puppies. Need
22
Musical
P. 0. Box 289, Hobart, Earn $800 $3,000 Month
Classified Display.
and drear, remove spots
607 South 4th. Call 436nections in use now. One
good homes. Mother
Benefits
Mane
Other
46342.
Indiana
BROTHERS FOREIGNClassified. Circulatia.s they appear with Blue
For information mail
2575. .
Husky type dog and
large 12' by 12' storage
BALDWIN PIANOS and
AUTO Service invites
Name Address and Skill to
Lustre. Rent electric
on and the Business
father Irish Setter. Call
building insulated and
purorgans. Rent to
you to bring your
INTERNATION DIVISION
FOR FREE OIL and
be
may
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Office
753-3453.
one 5' by 8' steel
lined,
Lonardo
plan.
chase
MAINWANTE'D'
Be .42766, Danes. TX. 75225
Volkswagon,_ Porsche,
adjust on any sewing
Aire
Shopping
Center.
reached on 753
shed. All on four
storage
,
across
Company,
Piano
TENANCE Man of
or Audi in for prompt
machine., 'Call
' 19/6'and 753-1911
100' by 220'.
Paris,
lots
of
Office,
Post
nice
from
knowledge
one
TWO
DOGS,
LOST
general
TEXAS OIL COMPANY SALE + CHAINSAW
and courteous service.
Lakewood,' 1-354-8619.
away
minutes
The
Also
3
Just
Tennessee.
units.
male
several
large
white
upkeep of
Located on Industrial
chains, *V or 404 pitch.
needs dependable
Excellent
Court
_
lake.
Mall,
Ex45-60.
Antique
that
from
man
Shepherd
German
Prefer
Road. Call 753-0521.
person who an work
Enough for 12" bar,
Murray,
d
eQ
r2
Square,
DISTRIBUTOR POLAROID
eofexr3
rB
well and septic system.
answers to name King
perience
to p
KODAK
$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 207
without supervision in
753-53526:00 a.m.to
KEYSTONE
Kentucky.
Call
male
Rat
small
and
Write
WANTED
EVEREADY
bar, $10.95. Wallin
Contact
Murray.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
6:00p.m.
with
white
Terrier,
HOLSON ALBUMS
•
Murray.
WESTINGHOUSE
Hardware, Paris, Tenn..
customers. Age
bring us yours for extra
brown spots and brown
Inchy,duat Mate or -Female needed lull or part time to clis•
t.y0tID USED practice
unimportant, but
from any
Made
copies.
products
photo
other
tom
and
MOW, world famous Kodak
12 x.70 1974 NEW MOON.
tail, answers to name
piano. Call after 5, 753tale,
FOR
train.
We
maturity
size.
is.
arty
FIREWOOD
into
size
your
this
Make
tdcations
HUNDRED
estapirshed
PER
-through company
Two bedrooms, 1 and %
Joe. These dogs are not 05.00
8058.
8
posts.
cents,
12
P.L.
Pres.
locust
50
Write
Dick,
Guaranteed
rick.
24
$15
as
low
Wallets
investment
00
S4995
Independence
tor
year
stuffing envelopes. Send
baths, all electric. Call
they
as
wearing
collars
month merchandise repurchase agreement
753-3047.
Southwestern
Call 753-1358 or
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
self-addressed, stamped
up.
were
pinned
kept
A111142211.1751
after 5 p.m.
753-4548
Collect
or
-1100.11111-1200
I
Fowl
CALL Mr Martin(Ton
CONRAD'S PIANOS Petroleum, Ft. Worth,
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
envelope. TK ENBelieved lost in Alma
Monday to Fr*dey,9 a en fillip tn.- Set ea ny. le 1 p.m E.S
and
Ti.
ENOrgans,
Kimball
753-0035. Free parking
TUB
BATH
TERPRISE, BOX 21679,
area. Please call 7531974 ATLANTIC on 1 acre
oywrii. FIRESTONE PHOTO CO.,
Baldwin, Lowery - Story
lot, use our rear enCLOSURE kits. Mar80221.
CO.
DENVER,
10
Rus,nes,
Opportunity
1593.",
1414
SINCE
BUILDING
FIRESTONE
lot in front of East
Largest
and,
.Clark.
colors
solid
and
bleized
trance.
Ous,Ohm 11215
,
142 N -1;t1S1 Colum
Elementary School. Call
selection in Western
by
installed
be
can
BUILT UP
75311775.
Kentucky, 753-1424,
amateur. Murray
ROOFING
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
,2,N1
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
:
work, new conRepair
29. Mobile Home Rentals
L3E
Ky.
.701N,17
TE-kt1iNG
struction,, and
-_
BA.?
MEWS/OR FOR sm F.
A L:77,...E '.RS Ni.Ar&EC
reroofing: • Approved
SMALL TWO bedroom,
24. Miscellaneous
Hickory and oak, any
by major roofing
_ largeIs& MIA per month.
Igngth different. prices. ALL DESIGNER sheets
•
Call 4119-2595.
manufacturers. ContaCall 437-4481.
reduced 40 per cedt, all
ct us soon for
toilet seats reduced 40
economical prices and
MOBILE HOMES and
FOR SALE - metal
per cent, all candles It
quality work.
mobile home spaces for
detector with carrying
price, all shower curCjII
rent, at Riviera Courts.
case. $50. Call 753-6342.
2 price, all
1
tains /
Call 753280.
klaPP 10.91n9
tablecloths reduced 25
Co,Inc..
FOR SALE - 2 glass
per cent, one group
Mayfield,Itishicky
showcases. $20 each.
decorator -pillows
ALL
WI-757,4342T
reduced 25 per cent at
HAVE
20 x 60, 808 CHESTNUT
14 Want To Buy
Door,
Green
the
VISITING
Northside Shopping
Center,
Dixieland
FOR SALE. CallHOURS
WANT TO BUY one acre WOOD
Center. Call 753-0425 or
Street.
Chestnut
437-4620.
or less of land. phone
4374291.16 Home Furnishings
CUSTOM-MATTRESS
31. Want To Rent
made any size for anCOMPLETE WATER bed
GOOD USED electric
tique beds or campers.
WANT TO RENT as soon
for sale. $125. Call 753typewriter. Call 762-2796
Buy direct and save on
as possible in Murray
2556.
days, 753-9339 evenings.
all
mattresses,
area. Two bedrooln
Healthopec of foam.
house or apartment for
JANUARY FURNITURE
FUR, Red Fox, $45.00.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
recently widowed
Grey f$i0.00. _ SALE-Big_savinga,stare_
1136Soutn3rd,Paducah,
woman and daughter.
wide, must make room
Muskrat, $5.00. Mink
Phone 1-443-7323.
..11.17
IOU
.Please call 753-2:348.
7•HE
THE AR
S-4,1.1-4>•1•NIT- for new shipments
$17.00. Raccoon $15.00.
BLEw
N.VEATHER
AA,
arriving. Metal wood
Antiques. 1725
Deck
1.0U57/
'106.4
r4
.
heaters, also electric
DISTRIBUTOR
Hopkinsville,
Parkview,
KNOW
YOU
NOW 11...rr
I YEeP
N
•(
We are in the booming automotive parts afterheaters. Carraway
Ky. 502-886-3438.
4EEP
E,REATrliNC.
market. No selling-we supply the accounts. Up to
Furniture, 105 N. 3rd,
IT
.44 60ikl&
4.1
$250
OUT -itYJ
weekly part time. Up to $750 or more full
753-1502.
GOOD USED full size
IT
time. $2,995 investment for inventory. For inviolin.- Please call 489- - •
formation write enclosing phone number and adANTIQUE OAK BEDS
2732.
-dress to: WAYCO CORPORATION, 175 Fulton
and dresser, oak library
Ave, Hempstead, NY 11550. Or call Toll-Free:
table, Waverly walnut
COINS AMERICAN and
800445-2845.
piano, love seat and
ego. Also old gold.
chair.
Chifferobe,
Call 753-9232.
swealr
rocker and small oak
table. Call 753-4955.
1973 THROUGH 1975
beMust
pickup.
Datsun
Clerk Typist
iTS JUST A
17. Vacuum Cleaners
excellent condition. Call
HABIT NE GOT
High school graduate or equivalent and
INTO
753-8538.
above average typing skills required. To
ELECTROLUX SALES
type, file, anclmail all purchase orders,
and service. Call Tony
BRICK OR FRAME good
veador discrepancy letters, and vendor
Montgomery, 753-6760
2 or 3 bedroom house
return papers. Very the accuracy and
day or night.
completeness of all acknowledgments,
with large lot or small
receiving reports and packing slips. Mainacreage. North or west
0
tain all purchasing files and type all venof town. Call between 8 KIRBY VACUUM Sales
CO
dor correspondence, Maintain a log of all
a.m. and 5 p.m. 753-9782.
and Service, 500 Maple
purchase orders_ and receiving reports.
Street. New and rebuilt
And other duties assigned.
WANTED: B-J Autc7- vacuums. Call 753-0359.
answering
Hour
24
Salvage. Junked and
Receiving Clerk Salaried
service.
wrecfed cars needed.
school graduate,or equivalent and .
High
or
Call:527-1315 474-8864:
- ••--above average typing skills required. To
18 Sewing Machines
verify material received against the
IF I PAROON
WAY 4
TRLIE . I OT
zag
zig
packing slip, the freight bill, and the purSALE
FOR
WANTED
TO
BUY
old
THEY'LL
IT
HIM,
KILL
MEAN*
IN
lit,
RELIEVE
PRE510ENr GORANDO Or NCR," r.xtrilA
chase order. Transpose the pertinent
CIVIL WAR.,. - DIANA AND CAM,.
sewing machine. Full
E,EN FOR' THE MAN
comic books. ,-Good
TO AVOIC
IF I tX7N'T„.
,BEING
WWD TIZIE2 TO
receiving information to the receiving
cash price, -$30. Call
.TKE GENERAL tAUEHE2 i 11 tI
prices. Prefer stacks.
IDENTIFItp.„
KILL ME
,IREAT- TO
copy of the purchase order and packing
AT THE T,
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.
Call 753-9829.
HANG NiM. 5,4117. Li;
list. Type- the receiving report. Tile pur...
TOU'P ou,71,i4wEt,
chase orders and receiving reports. Mid
CAPITAL
PUNISHMENT,
other duties assigned.
IF YOU WOULD like to
know what God's plan is
Tor you and you belteve
the Holy Bible is God's
inspired word. Call 7530984 gaturday 8 a.m.-9
p.m., Sunday 8
p.m.

SALON,
FIGURE
Dixieland Center. Call
for free -visit and in-,.
- formation,.753-6881.

HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75,; at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop,1209 Walnut
MondayStreet.
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
FridWL Saturday 7:303:30. -Appointthent at
home.'Call if needed 7533685.

EXPERIENCED
SallIfi
MECHANIC
nekotiable Send resume
with , 3 character
references to P. 0.'Box
32P, Murray •

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger 8. Times
Departments
Are As folhivis

•

•

ticA

N. "yr Affik

THE PHANTOM

Ell

Openings
for RN's

3-1L & 11-7 shifts in Coronary care & Critical Care
Areas. Salaries comparable ha other Medical
Facilities in area. Excellent fringe benefit
program. Contact Director of Nursing Jennie Steen
Memorial Hospital 502-816-5221 Est. 699, Repitinsville, Ky. 42240. Equal Opportunity Employer.

,r
oz E3LiT, NOT!'
-OE HERE?

Shipping Clerk Salaried
High school graduate, or equivalent
above average typing, ability, and an
analitical and organized approach to work
required to edit and sort all orders
received by customer and model. Maintain
a perpetual inventory of all models in
stock. And other duties assigned. .
'-

4-T- CONAE R104:
BAcx HERE rrAGIN rr-??--

Excellent salary plus broad fringe
y benefit package.
For employee application, apply at the
Personnel Department of The Tappan
pany, January 12, 13 and 14, between 1
p.m and 4p.m.

Congratulations

to

john ri.k Toni

`Appliance

42011
temi orvectimer boort« M/F

Tornm
••

ferry & kriren

a.

• ••
----ii--**44-..'eWrionteeterooroserwr,-

APP.1Ioperstion
111'&170,1I7
'
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31 Want To Rent

36 For Rent Or Lease

WANT TO RENT Bean
ground, east of Murray.
Call 436-2689.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED
APARTlarge
basement apartment.
One bedroom, fireplace,
furnished. $120 per
month. Bills paid. Call
753-961.2 or 753-3188
evenings.

•

ROOM FOR RENT. Call
753-2556.
NICE FURNISHED l
bedroom apartment.
Inquire at Kellys -Pest-Control, 100 South 13th.
- •

FOR.
RENT
Nice furnished apart, ment for 2, 3 or 4
college girls. Close to
campus. Phone 7535865 or 753-5108.
FURNISHED, APARTMENT far two girls near
University. Call 7537575.
•
EXTRA NICE furnished
apartment for three to
five
girls,
near
University. Call 7530669. .

1.

ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment, off
street parking. Utilitiei
paid except electric.
Call 753-3019.

LI

n,
h.

iliARTMENT FOR rent
11`
clnie
• •Reasonable price. Call
753-6564.
•

id
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 4362510.

S.

FURNISHED HOUSE
available for college
boys. Call 753-3040 or
762-2701.
36 Fo' Pent Or Lease

COZY COMFORT is the
word for this attractive
three bedroom brick
veneer home on wooded
corner lot in Westwood
HAVE AN Clk.DER horse
Subdivision. City water
that needs a loving
and sewer, 2 baths, all
home. If interested call
bpilt-ins in kitchen,
Barb ae153-2349.
central heat and air,
patio, 2 car garage with
HAMPSHIRES,
concrete
YORKSHIRES AND. double
driveway.
New and
LANDRACE
Boars,
ready for someone to
Gilts and Crossbred
move right in. You will
Gilts for sale privately,
love the up-to-theDuring a recent survey
minute appointments.
we found that many
Do
come ancLsee for
farmers would prefer to
yourself. GUY SPANN
buy privately where
REA LTY
they could have time to
Sycamore,753-7/24.
visit, look over the herd
rather _than buy at
auction. So we are
devoting the entire
months of Jan. and Feb.
to private sales and
tours. HINDS FARMS.
Willow Springs, Mo. 417469-2029.
43 Real Estate

LAND SUITED FOR crop
production conventional
or no-till. Experienced
farmers
with
the
equipment. for timely
planting and harvesting,
Storage and drying
facilities to avoid
moisture dock. Terms
negotiable. Call 753-4003
or 753-5107.
30 ACRES OF PRIME
farm land with _two
bedroom hoifse just
listed. Farm land is
per. cent fenced with
woven wire, has tobacco
base and tobacco barn-equipment shed. This is"

TELEPHONE 7511651

SAVE
NOW
FREE
20 MILE
DEttVfitY
$425.00 up, floored, reedy to use. Also precut, you build, as
I up to 21 a 60 standard, bin will precut
Ian as $300.00.
anyisiza seeded. Bay dm but far less.
CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-0901

FARMS FOR SALE

J

:
;1
1 1111
.11
- 411111111billb

30 Acres
30 acres of prime farm land with two bedroom
hourk just listed. Farm land is 95 per cent fenced
with woven wire, has tobacco base and tobacco
barn-equipmentstitd. This is some of the finest
farm land in the county and has frontage on both
highway 121 North and Brady Road. Home is
well built, brick and frame home with tree
shaded lot and white plank-fenced Yard. Located
/
2 miles from Murray.
only 51

Home and 75 Acres •

Rare opportunity to own a modern home and
large acreage tract at a reasonable price. Home
is 2 bedroom, brick with central heat anditir,
living room with fireplace and 3-car carport.
Acreage is completely fenced with 3 ponds,
modern stable, tobacco base, and other outbgildings. Quit, secluded and wooded with
bOautiful vie*. of surrounding countryside.
$55,000. '

45 Acres

•
••••••
•

Located 6 miles If..ast of Murray with approximately 37 tendable acres and 8 wooded
'acres. Over 2 acres tobacco base. Price" just
reduced to $30,500.
-.Iv
Regena Baggett 753-7533
753-7932
Geri Andersen
George Gallagher 753-8129 '
Harry Patterson 492-8302
Bill Kopperud . 763-1222

- •Akif

Si.Serb es Otte'ou

bedroom home on an
extra large lot can be
yours'. Spacious kitchen,
lots of closet room and
two baths. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main '--15341101- or
Linda Drake, 753-0492.

KOPPERUD
REALTYM
Ph. 753-1222
fil Main

COUNTRY HOME - 4
bedroom brick on 2L4
wooded acres. 431,900
Call 753-5747.
BIG HOUSE for family,
renters help pay. Five
bedrooms, 3 baths,
fireplace, central heat.
Call 753-9612.

1 Services Offered

DRIVEWAyS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429.

4

"11 WOW . t.lis.AETH 114G?
GOT 50
I WOULDNI-1 1-040W
GOOD NEWS 1
1
- 50/t*

_
FOR RENT OR SALE-. 8
room house, 3 bedroom,
48 Au tornotiye Serict
central heat and air, 4
Lioin-Marr-ay -on -641. Call 753-5618.
• ' 'FOR SALE 389 Pontiac
engine 096( GTO) with
-faetory three 2 barrel
KOPPERUD REALTY- .
carbs. with 3 speed
has five full time trained
transmission, complete
sales professionals - to
assist you in Real Estate , With carPurator linkage
and pedal. Great for a
matters; If you have a
pickup swap. Runs good.
question regarding anY
$100. Call 753-6342.
phase of Real Estate
activity, give us a call at,
FOR SALE - 289 Comet
753-1222 or stop by our
Cyclone High perfection
conveniently located
engine - perfect for a
office at 711 Main. We at
Mustang - never been
Kopperaci Realty want.
Started since complete
to be your Rehl Estate
overhaul - includes 4 people.
speed transmission.
$300. Call 753-6342.
AVAILABLE FOR immediate possession this
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
brand
new
three

has frontage on both
Highway 121 North and
TWO ACRES OF land
Brady Road. Home is
east of Almo on blacktop
bunt, brick and
road. Call 753-4418.
fraine home with tree
shaded lot and white
46. Homes For Sale
plank-fenced yard.
Located only 51
/
2 miles - THREE ROOM HOUSE
from Murray. Phone
fiurnished, small - lot. -KUPPERUU REALTY,
VUO.(ill 474-2788.
753-1222 for more information on this fine
NEW TWO BEDROOM
preperty. We at KOP- brick house located on
- PERLA) REALTY- are -- KirkSe`y.
CehIral -heat
working hard to provide
and air, price $28,000.
the best possible service
Call 489-2110 or.489-2261
to you.

FOR RENT OR LEASE,'
REALT(JPS
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
-Dal Boyd, 1-247= South 12th at Sycamore
2833.

-

43 Re.i kw*.

FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881
37 Livestock Supp1,e

srs.-tr. "
4 in-4-4h4"4"4-im
- land'
m-the county and

33. Rooms For Rent

3E NI'X 10711;)

49. Used Cars 6, Trucks
1972 CHEVROLET Im- Pella,- good condition,'
50,000 miles. $1515.00..
Call 767-4793:
1971 GREMLIN X' Real
clean. $1180. Call 4362502 or 753-0521.
1969 CORVETTE
customized T-top, with
Crager mags and side
pipes. $2500. Call 753-

1963 COMM-coupe
runs,
needs
overhaul and paint,
$75.00.
1968 MUSTANGConvertible, 6 ,cylinder,
automatic,
power steering,. rips
and drives perfect,
driven daily. $1350.
1969 Mustang Mach
1-351 engine.$895.

1973 BUICK ELECTRA, 4
door, hardtop, AM-FM
stereo, tilt, crurse,
radial tires. $2750. Call
753-4445.

AUCTION SALE

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS i_wCallitoug,
_Tailor' at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
-needs.
GUTTE,RING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-7310
for free estimates.
FIREWOOD: CUT to
.arder. Also split rail
fences Will delivpr Caji
evenings 901-247-5569.

Johnson

TILE - TILE - TILE
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,.
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R.. ,
Hamilton, 753-8500.
FAIN'S
ELECTRICAL
Service.
Residential;
mobile home-hookup
arid servicer Licensed.
Roger ,Fain, 435-4539.
'ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Topy
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

411ii;dresser
Beauty Shop
201 So. 6th

nbar -46-11.yeersar' fastbed
claim swains as

Thurs., fn.,8, Sat.'s.
Only

- MALTA pound matabli pawn,

lune would like to invite

WET BASEMENT - We.
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con„siruction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah,-Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and
Wilson
put
aluminum siding and
trim on your house. Also
awnings *old (arpoi
Call 753-1873:

ham does MI the anda

ill he-r-i-Ormer -parroos
and friends to call her for

EFfECTIVELY0..1, linsti OflraCIWInIS

an appointment at

palm

Out 0.1140

753-3530

down 0,1 and
a magi, urn

ECONOIBICAU.YOdom Me Way
MohraVanals 00- al
a Rattan al Ms cost
S4at Ur re
00 04R ROOM)
L
Y4r

CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very.
reasonable rates',
references,
free
estimates. Quick drying:
('all 753-5827 or 753-9618.'
HAVING TROUBLE
setting those small
plumping jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

Real for only $12.00 a day
liEltir-DocorStin4.1,av unto 13544.;

Boyd-Majors 16
Real
Estate
BOYD -MAJORS
-

REAL ESTATE

1973 GRAND PRIX
wagon, -9 passenger,
- power and air. Extra
niCe. Call 489-2266.
-1964 BUICK SPECIAL.
Six cylinder. automatic.
,Good running condition.
Good tires $225. Call
-753-0626.

1970 FORD 14-AGON,gOod$560. Ca11,4365482.

105 North 12th St
Murray. Kentucky
Phone 753-8080

"The Friendly Office
•
with the
Professional Touch"

COUNTY

RESIDENTIAL

1963 FORD ustomized
van, meg
heels, 8
track stirei Must Seeto
appreciate Call 4921976 GMC 34 ton, heavy
BY OWNER,,reduced„. .(futy springs_ and.
„ 8441.
seven rooms and bath.
Only 8,010 miles. Perfect
50. Campers
with dry basement and
condition. Asking $3950.
carport. Large lot, good
Call 753-4716..
16' TRAILER. camper.
location. Call 753-1961.
Sleeps six. all 753-4904.
1972 DODGE Colt,- 4 cyl.
47. Motorcycles
automatic. 2 dr_ .h_t_,
51 Services Offered
solid yellow with new
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
tires. $1050.00. Phone
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
UPHOLSTERING
354-6217.
Honda 550 four with
-custom and -pecializing
windjammer. Call 753in antiques ill 753-0493
1966 SCOUT. 4 cyl.
2226.
or. 753-92.32
straight stick, good
body and runs good.
1975 125 MX YAMAHA.
$450.00. Phone 354-6217.,
GENERAL BACKHOE
Excellent condition.
Work, ,At.,
gravel,
$425. Call 753-0123 or 753bank grar Call 4361977, CAMARO, AM
7699.
2306.
stereo. Six cylinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550.
30. IN. HIGH trail mini
FOR A FRF.i estimate
bike. Great Christmas
1971 DODGE VAN, 6
on all stun removal
Gift. Good price. Call
Contact K a. S Stump
cylinder, automatic, 34
753-7327.
Removal, 4 5-4343 .or
ton. Call 435-4113 after 6.
7'53-9490.

The late Mrs. Nettie Dot Boyd solo will be held.
Saturday Jan. 15, 10 a.m. $12 Hurt Drive. leave
Sycamore St.-at sign travel Ellis Drive and follow
_ ,
signsSelling 34 hide-a-bed practically new, breakfast set, iron bed, feather bed, pillows, bolster,
and mattress, all really clean, Cricket rocker,
matching walnut chairs, porch chairs, bathroom
space saver,chest and nightstand, center, Gypsy
and other tables, 1939 Friendship quilt, and other
nice quilts, Wedding Rings and 9 hand piece quilt
tops, four drawer white sewing machine in
shape,luggage, nice small trunh, Grisedieck and
other advertising pieces,sewing basket and box,
hand fan, and 1nirrors, miscellaneous pictures
and frames, new towels and sheets and other
pieces, pretty berry bowl, glass, candy and
peanut jars, pottery,salt and mixing crocks,two
unusual old books, some marbles, egg beater,
pin cushion, old bottles, oil lamp,rolling pin. McCoy vase, flootiamps, drapes, foot stopl, hoe,
rake,. some brass and silver plated \candle
holders, and miscellaneous 'Collectors small
itetns.
Orville Boyd administrator. Not responsible for accidents.
Douglas Shoemaker; 753;3375

441.1r,-DO-habysitting tn
my home. Call 753.8552,

GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
doors. Window gla.ss,
mirrors, and auto glass
replacement. M and C
romplete . Class,
Dixieland
Shopping
Center, 753-0160.

NEED TREES 'eat,firewood, land clearing'. -"FAINTING interior and
carpenter work or light
exterior. Texture ceiling
hauling. Call 753-4707
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Worley, 7530708.
WE LAY RUBBER back
carpet $1.25 sq. yd. Work
guaranteed 1 year. Call
June
for Ray:43672424 or Oot:i
n DOW working at the
436-s2415.
WILL DO inside. ot..outsia painting - and-small
carpentry work Phone
627-9959.

1 Service, Uttered

SEIM all
OD MIND

1972 CADILLAC Sedan De
Ville. Excellent condition, Excellent tires.
$2650. Call 753-4445.

Phone 153-6342
1916 CHEVROLET
Caprice Classic. Four
door, hardtop, AM
stereo, and tape. $4650.
Call 753-4445.

DISULATIOW-BLOWN in..
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2110- for free
'estimates.

ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water punips, water
heaters and.. wiring. 30
'Years experience. Call
436-5676.

1974 V. W. Super Beetle,
50,000 miles. $1700 Call
753-3185.

FOR SALE
1951 CHEVROLETCoupe - runs good
1374 MARK IV.- Red with
and drives good,
-*tat.
tow -$.5i95, Call
needs paint -and.
. 753-4445chrome;$200.00. .
1957 STUDEBAKERSilvere Hawk Coupe $75.00.

ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
Shop.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing.
Call 753-4124 South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.

51 Sen,,ce, Offered

/
2 brick with
• -COMFORTABLE 3 bedroom, 11
dek centralleat& air- double-garage &
carpeting.
CAMELOT DR.-4 bedroom tri-level brick with
central gas heat, central elec. air, pella windows
& many extras. Includes 2 additional tots.
•QUALITY 4 bedroom, 3 bath home with central
gas heat, sundeck, & basement in choice
location.
WELL-LOCATED 3 bedroom brick recently
remodeled: Nice lot*Economically priced at only
/
2 bath brick with central gas
3 BEDROOM, 21
heat, central elec. air, quality features, &
beautifully landscaped yard.
4, 9th St. - 3 bedroom. Ir..: bath brick with patio,
garage4. central heat & air, & fireplace. Almost
new 8* priced low.
„
/
2 bath stone home
EXTRA NICE! 3 bedrooni, 11
on S. 13th St. with central gas heat, basement & 2
fireplaces.
CHECK ON THIS OPPORTUNITY: duplex on.
Monroe St. with 3bedrooms, I bath on-each side.
Central heat & air, carpeting,& carport

COUNTRY LIVING in this 3 bedroom, 11
/
2 bath
_brick &_ 1. acre lot With. patio, family room with
fireplace.Inc ilIdes concrete shop buiTang.
RUSTIC & PICTURESQUE! 3 bedroom,-2 bath
Western Cedar with many extras is brand new&
.quality-built. Approx. 1 wooded acres IL sceMc
pond.
NEW CONCORD NEAR LAKE. 2 bedroom
frame cottage on large lot. Ideal for a summer
home or weekend hideaway. Bargain-priced at
only $9,000
_
.
LOW, LOW PRICE ON THIS ONE! 3 bedroom,2
Path-brick-errCovey .
wall heat, dining room,& carpeting.
ALMOST NEW 3 bedroom -home & approx. 9_
acres with oUtbuildings on Highway 94 West at
Lynn Grove.
PANORAMA SHORES - 3 bedroom frame cottage with range & çefrigerator, air conditioner,
outdoor storage,8* ice lots.
•

COMMERCIAL

APPROX. 8 ACRES located 3 miles north of
Murray on Highway 641 with almost 800 ft. of
road frontage. Excellent opportunity for investment.

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION! Owner says sell!
Very nice 3 bedroom. 2 bath brick with central
gas heat in nice area.

ALREADY COMMERCIALLY ZONED! 3
bedroom, 21
/
2 bath frame- home & lot. Ideal
business- location near University & adjoining
future Captain D's.

. VALUE+PACKED spacious 2-stbry' brick
recently reduced in Robertson School district.
Also includes shop building

'COMMERCIAL LOT ideally located directly
acrosr, from BIG JOHN'S on south side of
Murray. Approx. 140 ft. frontage on Highway 641.

DUE TO RENT HEAVY RESIDENTIAL AND FARM SALES, WE ARE BADLY IN
NEED OF LISTINGS! FOR FAST RESULTS IN 1977, LIST YOUR PROPERTY WITH
OUR PROVEN SALES STAFF!!

CUSTOM HAY bailing
awl 'custom imbining.
Call 753-8090
It
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN pr ,mpt efficient servo
NO job
too small. f
Ernest
White,753-060.FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backboe
work need, all John..
Lane. Photo. 74-8669 or
436-2586
ELEtTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air,
'conditioning, and
refrigeradion, plumbing
and heating Call 4748841 or 753-7204.*
MOBILE HOME anchora,
underpinning,-. '
aluminum awning, and
roofs seated. Call
evenings, 753-1873, Jack
Glover.

"Vli•

Audra Moody
753-9036

Barbara Erwin
753-4136

B. B. Hook
753-2387

Homer Miller
753-7519

Reuben Moody
753-9036

GIVE US A CALL IF YOU ARE CONSIDERING BUYING OR SELLING REAL
_A
ESTATE. WE LIKE TO HELP PEOPLE.

"Member of Multiple listing"
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Kirby Edwards Brother Of Murray
Dies; Services
Woman Dies
Bert Perkins, brother of Mrs. Bailey
Here On Sunday
(Neva)Riggins of Murray, died sudMrs. Kirby Edwards, formerly of
Murray, pied Wednesday at her home
in Evansville, Ind.
Mrs. Edwards is swevived by five
daughtlr, Mrs. Novel Patton.and Mrs.
Rose11 Jackson, Murray,;Mrs. A.udie
Meadows, Evansville, Ind., Mrs. Pearl
Yates and Mrs. Geneva Mitchell,
Chicago, Ill.; one son, Leon Edwards,
Chicago, Ill.; three sisters,' Mfs.
Verssie Stubblefield, Murray, and Mrs.
Hall Jones arid Mrs. L. D. Stubblefield,
Toledo, Ohio; twelve grandchildren;
fourteen great grandchildren-.
Funeral services will be held Sunday
at two p. m. at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ with Bro. Graham
Mighell officiating. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery.
The wake will be held Saturday from
rn.. at theAllittledge
seven_tu _eight
Funeral Home in Murray.

Mrs. Sharborough's
Sister Dies, Home
Word has been received of the death
of Mrs. H. F.(Annie Kate)McLaughlin,
sister of Mrs. C. L. (Marion) Sharborough of Murray, who died Saturday
at het' home in New Orleans,,La.
Mrs. McLaughlin is survived by her
husband, H. F. McLaughlin; one
daughter, Mrs. Bootsie Cotten,.Dallas,
Texas; one son, Franklin McLaughlin,
New Orleans, La.; three sisters, Mrs.
Sharborough, Murray, Mrs. Eugenia
• Guillory, New Orleans, La.,and Mrs. L.
regdff:' SpringTieTdT Va.; -Orie
brother, Thomas E. Smith, New
Orleans, La.; five grandchildren.
Funeral and burial services were
held Monday in New Orleans, La.

L. D. Parker Dead
In Tractor Mishap,
Ice Covered Road

-

L. l>. Parker of Murray Route Thiree,
Friendship Church , of Christ community, died Wednesday'about 3:20 p.
m. from injuries sustained in a tractor
accident on the "S" curve on the Irvin
Cobb Road.
Calloway County Deputy Coroner
Jerry Gorrell pronounced Mr. Parker
dead at the scene. .Officials said the
trufnrTMr Parker was driving
overturned in a side ditch pinning him
to the ground. Parker was reported to
be meeting a car, and got too far over
on the ice covered road- causing the
tractoutooverturn on him.
The Calloway County man was
employed by Charles Blalock in his
- fanning interests and was on his way
home from work when the tractor,
owned by Mr. Blalock, overturned. Mr.
-Parker wis a _member of the First
Baptist Church, Murray. He was born
--Nprii-29--,-1941,in Calloway Cow
was the son of Vadie Eve Dixon Parker,
who survives, and Robert Lee Parker
who died April 2, 1974.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Judy
Lane Parker, Murray Route Three;
mother, Mrs. Robert Vadie) Parker,
and sister, Mrs. Edgar 1Notie Belle)
Washburn, both of Sedalia.
The funeral will be held Friday at two
p. m. at the chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev. Jack
Jones officiating and ir Warren
Quartet providing the murc and song
service.
Pallbearers will be Naldie, Tommy,
Danny, William, and Larry Washburn,
and David Lane. Burial will be in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home.

denly Tuesday afternoon while
shoveling snow at his home'at Conway,
Ark. He was 78 years of age.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.. Loraine
Perkins, Conway, Ark.; one daughter,
Mrs. Carol F4shler, Arkansas; one son,
Ralph Perkins, Texas; one sister, Mrs.
Riggins, 302 South 16th Street, Murray;
one - brother, Edwin Perkins, Indian
Mound,Tenn.
Funeral and burial services will be
held in Conway, Ark.

Funeral Today For
James H. Chadwick
The funeral for James if. Chadwick
of Dexter'Route One is being held today
Anglin
at two p. m. at the chapel of
Funeral, Home, Dover,- Tenn., with
burial to follow in the Barrow reinetery
in Stewart County, Tenn. Mr. Chadwick, age 92, retired far',.merLdiell Tuesday at9:30 a. m. at his
home.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Jessie Emerine Chadwick, Dexter
Route One; three daughters, Mrs.
Gracie Hutchenson, Mt. Vernon, Ill.,
and-Mrs. Mary Dennis and Miss Neva
Chadwick, both of Dexter; four sons,
Clarence of Stewart, Tenn., Hurlie of
Murray, Bradley of Hopkinsville, and
Rex of Dexter; seventeen grandchildren.

James H. Foutchcs
Rites ffer-e- Friday
Graveside rites for James H. koutch
will be held Friday at ten a. m. at the
South ,Pleasant Grove Cemetery with
the Rev. Otis Jones officiating.
Pallbearers will be James Grooms,
Billy Rex Paschall, Ted.Cooper, Jerry
Boggess, Joe Boggess, and Donald
Boggess. In charge of arrangements is
the Max Churchill Funeral Home where
friends-may call.
Mr.Foutchfrage 62.clied Friday at his
home in Independence,. Mo. Born June
29, 1914, in Calloway County;he was the
son of the late John and Donie Foutch.
Survivors are his wife, Helen,
Independence, Mo.:. two daughters,
Mrs. Bill Lynn and Mrs. Linda Hahn,
Kansas City, Mo.; one son, Jimmy
Foutch, Hazel Route One; one sister,
Mrs. Myrtle Gibson, Independence,
Mo.; several grandchildren including
One.

Otis Magness Dies
Early This Morning

inoop RIVER—This aerial view from the mouth of Blood River shows the
expanse ,of water that is frozen over. Sub-zero temperatures in the past few
ib'ys have dropped the temperature,of the more shallow waters new -ken-

tucky Lake below the freezing point. The main channet remains clear of ice,
however, as the low temperatures have not substantially affected the deeper
woo.,
0.?
Staff Photo by David Hit

_

Look Out Kentucky, Another Winter Storm
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- Look out,
Kentucky, there's another winter storm
on the way.
.
The National Weather Service today
issued a,winter storm warning for the
state. The NWS forecast called for _pow
to begin in the west
Omoon,with
precipitation chariinrfOireezing rain,
rain and then snow again before ending
Saturday.
An NWS spokesman said the incoming storm, the,fourth in less than
two weeks, didn't immediately appear
to pack the wallop of last weekend's
crusher that dumped up to a foot, of
Snow in areas of the state. in fact, _

"Anything that has to do with driving
conditions or working conditions
generally what creates's winter storm
warning," the spokesman said. "If you
expect only one to three inches of snow,
you might issue'iaattir::rs advisory.
Freezing precipi
rmally calls
for a winter storm watch, especially
whet? mixed with snow. A winter storm
watch is usually detrimental to travel."
It waSstill unclear if this latest storm
would add to snow already on the
ground.
"We're not, giving any snocv-- accumulations, although we have some
accumulation , in mind," said the

crawl out from under that weekend
blanket when the latest warning was
issued.
The NWS said the winter storm
warning was issued because of -the
incoming system's potential affect on
travelers.

out on the forecast this morning
because the low is not pinpointed ,
enough to actually get a real good
movement on it yet.
"We're not size Yet eiactry what
affect this is going to have, but we do
know there's going to be some nasty
weather," he added. "You have such a
fine dividing line between freezing rain
and snow and regular rain."
He -explained that when snow falls
through the warm air system, the snow
melts Into rain. Then the-rain Tallr
through the cold air and becomes
freezing rain.
But if the cold air is thick enough on
the surface, it comes down as sleet,"
the spokesman added. "There's a
pretty fine line there, so if we miss it a
little, it's riot really -much of a miss.
There's so many things to be cOnsidered when you put these things out."

Otis Magness, former resident of
Murray, died this morning at 6:50 at the
Community Hospital, Mayfield. He was
now a resident of 313 Boone Street,
—
Mayfield_
•
-Mr. Magness was 78 years of age and
was a retired employee ofThe Murray
Division of the Tappan Company. Until
moving to Mayfield,he and his wife, the
(Continued from Page 1 )
former Mary McCallon, who survives,
many ways a lot better - but still not
resided on Farmer Avenue, Murray.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Mary' good enough....
"Now, after 30 months as your
Magness, 313 Boone Street, Mayfield;
President I can say that while we still
one son, Charles Magness and his wife,
The-former June Barnett, and three have a Way to go,lam ifroud of the long
way we have come together."
grandchildren, Leslye, David, and
He cited the fact the nation was at
Elizabeth Magness,all of Mayfield; one
peace and no Americans were fighting
sister, Mrs. Essie Slaughter, Paducah;
anywhere in the world.
one brother, Connie Magness, Murray.
Funeral services will be held
Turning to Acmestic concerns, Ford
said his administration had "suc- Saturday at two p.m at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home, cessfully cut inflation by more than half
.... We have created more jobs.Murray, with burial to follow in the
But the continuing higil level of
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home
unemployment, he called "rffq greatest
'regret as I leave office."
after eleven a.m. on Friday.

Ford Makes
Last Speech
To Congress

No matter what form of precipitation
the storm dumps on Kentucky, it appears likely to strangle the state's highways again.- Travel- has been severlylimited because of the continuing snow
and subzero temperatures, arid many
other facets of Kentucky life have also
been greatly hampered.
Schools, many businesses and some
government office' have been closed
during most of the. recent cold snap.
Gas and electricity supplies are being
tested by-increased consumer use, and
highway crews have been running low
of salt and other chemicals used to
clear roadways.

Even the mighty Ohio River is feeling
the effect of the extended cold spell.
ShipPirig has slowed to a crawl because
of massive chunks of ice, and towboats
have been serving double duty as ice

breakers for supply-laden barges. An
Army Csirps of Engineers spokesman
even predicted the possibility of a solid
freeze on the river surface if the cold
weather continues.

TVA Relaxes Its
Conservation Plea
KNOXVILLE(AP)- The Tennessee
Valley Authority relaxed its emergency
plea for energy conservation Wedne
With moderatin tern ratures
and the restoration of full voltage to the
INA grid system.'
But TVA. consumers will feel the
pinch of arctic temperatures at least
- twice more-first- when- they get their
January electric bills and again in April
when the March power bills come out.
TVA implemented emergency
procedures, including a five per cent.
voltage cutback at 6 a.m. Tuesday,
after near zero temperatures knocked
out more than one-fourth of its
-generating-capavity-and raised-clemand
to an all-time high.
By Wednesday, TVA had put one of
Cumberland's two units back in
operation along with the Bull Run'plant
near Oak Ridge.
After a third reactor was started up
at the Brown's Ferry, Ala., plant on
Tuesday, the authority's only nuclear
facility was producing 2.8 million
kilowatts Wednesday.
Power was restored Wednesday to 15
41.irect-served industries , with in'terrupta ble contracts.
- But- the Energy Research and
Development Administration continued
to hold power consumption down by
900,000 kilowatts below their normal
total of 2 million kilowatts at the Oak
Ridge and Paducah gaseous diffusion
plants.
At TVA's general offices here employes bundled up in sweaters_.with
thermostats set at 62 degrees.
The chill will be greater than 62
_degrees for consumers when they get

their bills. Under TVA's rate structure,
adjustments for the cost of fuel and
power purchased from other utlities are
reflected on power bills two monthi
after the costs are incurred.
During this week's emergency, TVA
was continually buying between 800,000
and 1.1 million kilowatts of potver from
outside utilities and running turbine
generating capacity out of service.
meet the peak demand.
TVA's 200 generating units have the
capability of producing up to 25 million
kilowatts of electicity if all of them are
.operating at full capacity at the ,sa_rne
time.
_However, temperatures of seven
degrees below zero caused the controls
to freeze on TVA's Cumberland plant
near Nashville, and knocked out 10 per
cent of the system's capability.
Boiler tube --leaks kept at least
another four million kilowatts of
generators that burn high-priced oil to
meet-the peak demand.

Temperance Union
Observing Week
The Woman's Christian Temperance
Union is observing National Education
Week on Smoking this week,January9IS, according to Lorene Clayton of
Hazel, member of the union.
Miss _Clayton said during this week
members distribute leaflets on
smoking, and show films in churches,
public schools, and civic groups on the
subject of smoking.

1 Group
3 Piece

Odd

Full Size
Beds

As Low As$3995

Twin Size Beds
$2995

As low As

driving overturned oh him
• L D. rarker, 34 year old resident of Murray Route Three, was killed when this tractor he was
Jerry Correll pronounced
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Deputy
Road.
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Parker dead at the scene. Officials said Parker met
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Bedroom Suits
Damaged its Shipment $0111100
As Much As

Ain"

Off Retail Price
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Bunk Bed
As Low As $5995

Furniture Mart
753-8676
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